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News
Subsea Production

Aker Solutions

FMC Technologies has signed an
agreement which establishes a
joint industry program that includes
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation,
BP, ConocoPhillips and Shell.

Aker Solutions has proposed to split
itself into two separate entities.

The objective is to jointly develop
a new generation of standardised
subsea production equipment and
systems.
These are designed to meet the
challenges of producing oil and
gas from deepwater reservoirs
with pressures of up to 20 000psi
and temperatures of 350°F at the
mudline.

Under the demerger, the areas of
Subsea, Umbilicals, Maintenance,
Modifications and Operations and
Engineering will operate under the
Aker Solutions.
The rest of the activities will be
carried out under the name Akastor.
These carry out activities mainly
related to Drilling Technologies,
Process Systems, Surface Products
and Aker Oilfield Services, as well as
Business Solutions, some financial
assets and real estate.

l Aker Solutions and Baker Hughes
formed an alliance to develop
technology for production solutions
that will boost output, increase
recovery rates and reduce costs for
subsea fields.

surveillance hours.
Real-time condition monitoring.

The non-incorporated alliance will
combine Aker Solutions’ strengths in
subsea production and processing
systems with Baker Hughes’ expertise
in well completions and artificial-lift
technology. This will deliver reliable,
integrated in-well and subsea
production solutions that will help
mitigate risk, accelerate output and
extend the life of subsea fields.

N’Goma FPSO sails from SBM’s Paenal Yard
The N’Goma FPSO, formerly the FPSO
Xikomba, is sailing to the offshore site
block 15/06 in Angola, following its
naming ceremony. It will handle the
production of the eni-operated Block
15/06, West Hub, in Angolan deep
waters.

McDermott in Megalodon Installation
McDermott has been awarded a contract to provide
transportation and installation services to Walter Oil
and Gas for the Megalodon platform destined for
South Timbalier Block 311 in the Gulf of Mexico.
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McDermott will provide all materials and equipment
to transport and install the six-pile platform in 391ft
of water, over an existing well site. The heavy-lift
Derrick Barge 50 will perform a side-lift of the 3300t
jacket and set the 2100t topsides. Installation is
expected to commence in the fourth quarter of
2014.
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OneSubsea FRIEND: optimizing equipment performance to maximize production

N’Goma FPSO operated by Sonasing a Joint venture between SBM Offshore,
Sonangol and Angolan Offshore Services

Heavy-lift Derrick Barge 50

As the leader in surveillance and monitoring of subsea pumps for eight years, the
OneSubsea™ FRIEND™ Remote Surveillance and Diagnostic System provides real-time

AD00642OSS

The West Hub Development Project
includes the Sangos, Cinguvu and
Mpungi fields and involves the drilling
of 21 subsea wells of which 12
producers, four alternate water and
gas injectors and five water injectors.
Water depth ranges between 1000–
1500m. A second development project
is also being executed (East Hub) to
exploit the block’s North Eastern area.

condition monitoring to extend the life of your equipment. Currently, OneSubsea monitors
more than 40,000 quality parameters from more than 100 different subsea systems
worldwide. Our monitoring portfolio includes pumps and subsea processing systems,
subsea trees and production systems, multiphase meters, and swivel and marine systems.
Increased availability. Reduced intervention costs. Proven reliability. The FRIEND system
enables a proactive service approach to continued optimal equipment performance,
improved lifespan and reduced operational costs. Visit www.onesubsea.com/increasedavailability

Vacuum Insulated Pipeline

Insulated pipeline keeps the wellstream at 85oC
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News

First oil produced from Bonga North West
Shell Nigeria has started oil production
from the first well at the Bonga North
West deep-water development off the
Nigerian coast. The Bonga project,
which began producing oil and gas in
2005, was Nigeria’s first deep-water
development in water depths over
1000m. Bonga North West represents a
significant step forward for the project.
Oil from the Bonga North West subsea facilities is transported by a new
undersea pipeline to the existing
Bonga floating production, storage
and offloading (FPSO) export facility.
The Bonga FPSO has been upgraded
to handle the additional oil flow from
Bonga North West which, at peak
production, is expected to contribute
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4000b/d equivalent, helping to
maintain the facility’s overall output.
Four oil producing wells and two water
injection wells in the Bonga North West
development will be connected to the
FPSO, from where oil is loaded onto
tankers for shipping around the world.
The Bonga North West project is part
of Shell’s long-standing commitment
to developing deep-water engineering
skills in Nigeria. The investments
made by SNEPCo and its other project
partners in the Bonga North West
project include upgrades of local
contractors’ facilities and providing
specialised training for Nigerians to
work in the energy industry.
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News
High-Availability BOP Control

Downhole Wireless PT

Cameron has announced the development of the Mark
IV control system. This features a redundant, threePoint of Distribution (POD) design as an option for its
subsea blowout preventers.

Emerson Process Management has announced the
successful first deployment of its Roxar Downhole Wireless
PT Sensor System. The new instrument has been deployed
as part of the completion on Statoil’s Skuld field in the
Norwegian North Sea, where it is measuring online and in
real-time pressure and temperature information from behind
the casing in the subsea production well.

The control system POD operates all functions of the
subsea stack, including the BOPs, from the sea floor in
water depths of up to 12 000ft. It can cost drillers, days
of downtime and millions of dollars in order to retrieve
the subsea control system POD for unexpected
maintenance.
Current subsea BOP control systems use a two-POD
design, which provides a redundant spare. If the
primary POD becomes unavailable, drillers can switch
to the second POD to control their BOPs and seal the
well before bringing the BOP stack to the surface for
repair of the non-working POD.
Cameron, which introduced the first multiplex BOP
control system for subsea drilling, has now developed
a unique, patent pending three-POD stack design,
which will provide drillers with additional operational
reliability through redundancy.
Adding a third POD can improve the subsea control
system’s availability to as much as 98%, and reduce
the likelihood of a POD-related stack pull by up to
73%. In addition, the design of the POD for the new
control system increases reliability by means of its
design. Each POD has been engineered to offer
increased functionality in a smaller, lighter package.
The simpler design can reduce leak paths by using
50% less tubing compared to Cameron’s previous
two-POD design. Additionally, the number of available
functions has increased 33% to accommodate newer,
eight-cavity stacks. The POD size was reduced 26%,
and weight is one-third less than many commercially
available control PODs.
Subsea blowout
preventers

The Downhole Wireless PT Sensor System provides a means
of detecting any variations in pressure and temperature
behind the casing in subsea wells and, in particular in the B
annulus. By providing an early warning of abnormal pressure
variations, operators will be able to ensure that remedial
action is scheduled and implemented in a timely manner,
thereby protecting well integrity and ensuring offshore safety.
The deterioration of cement seals or loss of casing integrity
due to increased pressure behind the well casing can allow
injection or reservoir gas to migrate vertically along the
outside of the casing, leading to a number of unwanted and
potentially hazardous conditions, such as uncontrolled gas
escaping at the surface or, in the worst case scenario, a
shallow gas blow out due to failed barriers in the casing.
With the Roxar Downhole Wireless PT Sensor System,
however, operators are able to monitor Annulus B pressure
and temperature wirelessly and continuously online for the
life of the well, thereby providing positive confirmation of
the pressure barrier’s integrity. The tool will also negate the
sometimes excessive and expensive over dimensioning of
casings that can take place to compensate for worst case
scenarios. It can also potentially provide operators with
significant cost savings previously incurred in shutting in
wells, due to their lack of ability to verify barrier integrity.
Downhole Wireless PT Sensor System

The wireless sensor system consists
of an Integrated Downhole Network
(IDN) system to carry signals from the
wellbore to the customer monitoring
system, a Downhole Network
Controller card (DHNC) placed in
the subsea structure, and a wireless
reader and PT Transponder.
The new instrument can be attached
to the same cable as other Emerson
reservoir monitoring gauges (up to 32
can be deployed on the same cable)
and is one element of Emerson’s
integrated Roxar Permanent
Downhole Monitoring Systems
(PDMS).
The installation took place in two
phases with the PT transponder
installed as part of the casing in
September 2013 followed by the
wireless reader being installed as part
of the completion in February 2014.
The entire system has been rigorously
tested and is rated to operate at
temperatures up to 225oC. The
Installation for Statoil has a minimum
expected lifetime of 20 years.

20K BOP Stack

Trelleborg has been awarded an
order for its foam buoyancy systems,
to be used on the second phase
development of the Shah Deniz field
offshore Azerbaijan.

Cameron has received an order from
Freeport-McMoRan to supply a
20 000 psi blowout preventer stack.

Contracted by BP, Trelleborg will
supply a buoyancy package filled with
its high temperature syntactic foam.

Cameron is an industry leader in
20 000+ psi large bore blowout
preventers. The company supplied
the industry’s first and only 183/4in
20 000 psi blowout preventer
currently operating in the field today.

“There is a growing requirement in
deepwater applications for flowlines
to perform under high temperature
and high pressure conditions,”
said a spokesman. “Large cyclic
changes can cause expansion of
the flowline, resulting in lateral or
upheaval buckling. And at a depth
of 600m/2000ft below surface, these
flowlines can come under significant
force,” said a spokesman

In addition, Freeport-McMoRan is
presently operating the industry’s
first and only 135/8in 25 000 psi
blowout preventer with another on
order, scheduled for delivery in
2015. This most recent order will be
the third ultra-high pressure blowout
preventer Freeport-McMoRan Oil
and Gas has ordered for their high
pressure drilling activities in the Gulf
of Mexico.
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Trelleborg In Azerbaijan

Trelleborg buoyancy modules assist
in mitigating this. By reducing the
self-weight of the flowline and friction
against the seabed, a span of lower
resistance is established along
the flowline, enabling the buckling

to occur in known and controlled
conditions.”
With a design life of 30 years, DBMs
are typically used between a subsea
structure and a surface vessel or
platform. A specialist clamping
solution securely attaches the DBM
assembly to the desired location on
a riser, allowing the DBMs to be fitted
at any point along the length of the
pipeline.
The buoyancy segments are
assembled to mechanically lock
around the clamp and
are secured with
circumferential
straps.

A DBM
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News
Trendsetter Engineering has been awarded a contract
for module hardware design and overall integration of
a subsea well-based High-Integrity Pressure Protection
System (HIPPS) for ExxonMobil’s Julia field development
within the Gulf of Mexico.
Julia is located in 7500ft of water approximately 15 miles
from the host platform. The Julia HIPPS is a pressure
protection system designed as a contingency to prevent
internal damage to downstream subsea equipment
should a Julia well encounter higher than predicted
pressures.

Saipem
Saipem has been awarded contracts for the extension
of leasing and upgrading works of the Cidade de Vitoria
floating production storage and offloading (FPSO)
vessel in Brazil. This is being used on the Golfinho field,
in Brazil’s Espirito Santo Basin,
The company has also been awarded a lease extension
and operation contract for the Gimboa FPSO in Angola.
These contracts are worth in total approximately $600
million.

SapuraKencana

SapuraKencana has been awarded two new
engineering, procurement, construction, installation
and commissioning (EPCIC) contracts totalling
approximately US$415 million (RM1.3 billion) in areas
offshore Malaysia and Thailand by Carigali and Hess.

Edradour

Technip has been awarded a contract by Total for the
Edradour subsea development, located 75km North
West of the Shetland Islands, in 300m of water.
Technip’s scope of work covers the fabrication and
installation of 12in production pipelines, 6in glycol
pipeline complete with 2in piggy backed service
line, supply and installation of steel tube umbilical,
fabrication and installation of pipeline end manifold,
flowline end termination, flexible tails and rigid well
tie-in spools, as well as the installation of templates and
manifolds provided by the client, rock dumping and precommissioning.

EMAS AMC
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Fast Track Update

EMAS AMC has achieved the significant milestone
of installing 50 platforms for Chevron in the Gulf of
Thailand.
Under a multi-year contract that commenced in 2011,
EMAS AMC has also successfully laid 376km of
subsea pipes utilising the construction vessel Lewek
Champion, its DP2 rigid pipe laying vessel with heavy lift
capabilities. Chevron has since extended the contract to
2015 with a further option thereafter.
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Under Development
At one end of the development spectrum, are fields that
exhibit various undesired properties such as low pressures,
high levels of water etc, that may be located in isolated ares.
Bringing such fields onstream requires the design of a range
of leading edge processing equipment, flow assurance
techniques etc, all underpinned by expensive research and
exhaustive testing.

The development is based on a subsea
template with four well slots, allowing
three wells to be tied back to Gullfaks
C for processing. The recoverable
volumes on Visund South have been put
at 67 million barrels of oil equivalent.

At present, there are 5 fast-track fields
presently under development.

At the other end of this spectrum lie fields with considerably
more modest reserves, often small in volume and barely
economic. While not enjoying the same high profile, the
development of these fields can require solutions that have to
be equally as imaginative.

Vigdis North-East lies 1.6km from the
existing subsea installation on Vigdis.
It comprises a standard template with
four wells – three producers and one
water injector.

2) Vigdis Nordøst (March 2013)

Svalin lies 6km southwest of the Grane
platform in a water depth of 125m.
The reserves are split equally between
the two structures on the field: Svalin
C and Svalin M.

In 2011, Statoil embarked on an initiative in which it would
concentrate on a number of smaller fields within its portfolio,
and look for ways of reducing costs and rapidly accelerating
the field development timetables. This would see a typical
5-year project being compressed into a schedule spanning
nearer half that time.

3 Stjerne (March 2013)

"Three out of four discoveries on the Norwegian continental
shelf (NCS) have been classified as small since 2007. Most
are eligible for the fast-track portfolio if they can be tied back
to existing production facilities,” said Halfdan Knudsen, vice
president of Statoil’s fast-track developments off Norway. "It is
the well established infrastructure that is the key to unlocking
these developments."
"Marginal fields can be made economic by applying
industrialisation concepts and using standardised equipment,"
said Knudsen. " We can drive down costs by keeping the
design simple and robust while using proven technology and
skills.
"Candidate fields for these fast-track programmes, therefore,
would consist of those requiring a single subsea template and
no more that a few wells, that could be tied back relatively
short distances to our existing development architecture."
While producing relatively small returns individually,
developing these time-critical discoveries as a group, using
basic standardised equipment would have a large cumulative
impact. Economics were further improved by contractual frame
agreements and bundling parts together.
By the end of 2012, these fields began to become onstream.
Encouraged by the success of the venture, Statoil began to
look for further fields to add to this fast track programme. The
programme is currently at the stage where the first half dozen
fields are now on stream while others wait for final investment
decisions. The completed projects include

1) Visund Sør (November 2012)

Consisting of the Pan and Pandora discoveries, Visund Sør is
located 10km from both Gullfaks C and the Visund A platform.
It lies in 290m of water.

Formerly known as Katla, Stjerne
is situated 13km south-west of the
Oseberg South platform in water depths
of approximately 95m (310ft).
Recoverable reserves are estimated at
45 million barrels of oil equivalent.
Stjerne has been developed with a
seabed template and four wells.

Svalin C/M
Start-up production expected during
spring/summer 2014

The wellstream from Svalin M will
be produced through a designated
well drilled from the Grane platform.
The Svalin C subsea facility tied in to
Grane by a 6km production pipeline.

4 Hyme (February 2013)

Originally called Gygrid, the Hyme
field lies on the Halten Terrace. Its
development is based on a production
well and a water injection well drilled
through a 4-slot subsea template.
The field is tied in to existing
infrastructure on the Njord A platform,
which has idle processing capacity.
Tying in Hyme will extend Njord’s
productive life from 2015 to 2020.
Recoverable volumes have been put at
24 mboe

The Grane platform
Image Øyvind Hagen - Statoil

The gas compression facility on the
Grane platform will be modified to
handle gas from Svalin.
Aker Subsea was awarded the

contract for the subsea production
system while the pipeline and marine
operations are being performed by
Subsea 7.

Vilje Sør

Fast Track Update

News

Trendsetter Engineering

Start-up production expected during
winter 2014

Vilje Sør lies 20km northeast
of Alvheim in a water depth of
approximately 120m. It is the smallest
in Statoil’s fast-track portfolio so far.
The development comprises a
standard subsea template with a
single well, tied back for processing
to Marathon’s existing Alvheim field
via a 19km flowline and umbilicals. It
builds further on an existing subsea
infrastructure.
Aker Solutions won the NOK 225
million contract for the engineering,
procurement and construction of
a subsea tree, satellite production
flowbase and protection structure,
subsea production control system,
wellhead system, remote connection
system and a 150 metre static
umbilical.
Recoverable reserves in Vilje South
are estimated at 7.6 million barrels of
oil equivalent, mainly in the form of
crude. Net oil production from the Vilje
South well in 2014 is expected to be
about 5000 barrels per day.

5 Skuld (March 2013)

Originally known as Fossekall/ Dompap,
these reservoirs lie 16km and 26km
from the Norne FPSO. in a water depth
of approximately 380m.
The development concept is based on
three standard subsea templates with
six production wells and three water
injection wells. It is tied into the Norne
ship via a 14in production flowline and
umbilical
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6 Visund North (November 2013)

Developed using a seabed template
with two wells, recoverable reserves
have been put at 29 million barrels
of oil. This is transported to Visund A
through a new pipeline system.

Vigdis Northeast Image: André
Osmundsen/Statoil
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This year, EMAS AMC is expected to install 25 pipelines
and 10 platforms, of which 15 and seven, respectively,
have already been completed.
In early August, EMAS AMC was awarded several
projects around the world worth close to US$110
million, including options. The scope of work for the
projects include the transport and installation of subsea
structures in Africa, inspection, maintenance and repair
work in the Gulf of Mexico, as well as support services
for a deep-water project with an oil major in the Asia
Pacific.

Valdemar and Roar

Technip has been awarded two contracts by Maersk
Oil for the Valdemar and Roar gas lift project, as well as
the Rolf replacement pipeline project. These are located
on the Danish Continental Shelf, approximately 250km
offshore Esbjerg, Denmark.
The scope of work will include the fabrication and
installation of two riser caissons on the Valdemar and
Roar platforms, fabrication and installation of a 8in,
18km flowline between the Rolf A and Gorm E platforms,
pipeline trenching and protection operations, fabrication
and installation of 34 spools, offshore commissioning.

Mariner
Aker Solutions has secured a contract from Statoil to
provide maintenance and modifications services for the
Mariner oilfield development in the UK North Sea.
Mariner is the largest new offshore development in the
UK in more than a decade and will lead to substantial
job creation in the Aberdeen region. The five-year
framework agreement also has extension options for a
total of four years. Aker Solutions’ Aberdeen operations
will manage the contract work.

Ayatsil B
“McDermott International has successfully completed
the Ayatsil-B drilling platform for PEMEX in the Bay of
Campeche Ayatsil field.
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McDermott was awarded the contract in 2012 and
provided engineering, procurement, fabrication,
pre-commissioning, load-out and sea fastening of
the Ayatsil-B eight-leg jacket and deck, weighing
approximately 11 535t in water 115m deep.
The platform is one of four to be used, along with an
FPSO, to develop heavy oil from the Ayatsil field in the
Bay of Campeche.
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Production start-up expected year end 2014
The Delta 2 field was discovered in 2008 when drilling in
the Oseberg South area. It is estimated to contain 77 million
barrels of oil equivalent (BOE), 29 million BOE of oil and 48
million of gas.

Ithica
Ithaca Energy has completed the
acquisition of the three UK producing
oil field interests from Sumitomo.
The company now hoods holds
a stake in Cook (20.00%), Pierce
(7.48%) and Wytch Farm (7.43%)
field. The net consideration paid at
completion was $163 million..

The field will be developed by five subsea trees connected
to one of two subsea manifolds lying in a water depth of
100m. FMC Technologies was awarded a contract worth
$152 million to supply the manifolds, wellheads, trees, and
control systems.

AMEC

The production of the field will be sent to the Oseberg
field centre via two insulated pipelines. The contract to
design, fabricate and install these was won by Subsea 7 in
a $160million contract. It not only includes the pair of 10km
rigid production pipelines measuring, but also installing the
manifolds and two flexible gas injection lines totalling 9k, as
well as 16km of umbilicals.

AMEC has been awarded the
12-month front end engineering
design (FEED) contract by Premier Oil
for the Sea Lion development in the
North Falklands Basin. Sea Lion is the
first oil and gas development in the
Falklands area .

Gullfaks Rimfaksdalen
Final Investment Decision year end 2014
The Gullfaks Rimfaksdalen consists of the Rutil and
Opal subsea tie-back gas fields to Gullfaks. Statoil has
placed $90 million orders for subsea equipment with FMC
Technologies or subsea equipment including a subsea
trees, wellheads, a manifold, control systems integration.
Nexans was awarded an 8 million Euro contract to supply
the static umbilical subsea tie-back between the Rutil and
Opal gas discoveries and the existing Gullfaks A platform.
Final investment decision expected year end 2014

Fram C-Øst
Production start-up expected year end 2014

Gullfaks Sør Olje
Production start-up expected year end 2014
Oseberg field centre:
Harald Pettersen - Statoil

News

Oseberg Delta 2

The Sea Lion field is located
approximately 200km north of the
Falkland Islands. Phased production
is planned from a central tension leg
platform (TLP), with future subsea
tiebacks.
The TLP will contain drilling, topsides
well processing facilities and utilities
with oil export being undertaken via
a separate Floating Storage and
Offloading unit. It will incorporate over
30 000t of topsides for the 450m deep
offshore location.
AMEC’s scope of work includes
engineering and procurement
services for the TLP along with
interface management and
preparation of cost estimates and
tender documents. AMEC will be
responsible for the design of the
TLP, with the potential to provide
continued support to Premier through
the detailed design and fabrication
phases of the project.
The FEED covers a fully integrated
scope for the hull, production topsides
and drilling facilities and will deliver
a solution focused on constructability
and operability. AMEC will carry out
the project from its London design
office, supported by subcontractors
KCA Deutag in London and Houston
Offshore Engineering in Houston

Valemon
The Valemon topsides landed on the jacket. Image: André Osmundsen/Statoil)

Statoil’s Valemon topsides have
been lifted into place on the steel
jacket on the field in the North Sea.
This follows a journey from the
Samsung Heavy Industries in South
Korea, where the topsides were built.
The lift of the 9 750t topsides, using
the Saipem 7000, took two hours.
After the topsides were lifted into
place, the flare boom was installed.
The West Elara rig has been predrilling production wells through
the jacket on the field. During lifting
operations, however, the rig’s derrick
was pulled in. At times, the distance
between the topsides and rig was
just 5m.
The well operations will resume in
mid-October. According to plans,
three wells will be producing when
the field comes on stream at the end
of the year. The rig’s job, however,

Panyu 10-2/5/8 on Stream

Panyu 10-2/5/8 project is located in
the Pearl River Mouth Basin of the
South China Sea with an average
water depth of approximately 100m.
This project includes 3 oilfields,
Panyu 10-2, Panyu 10-5 and Panyu
10-8 and was designed to share
some facilities of Panyu 4-2 oilfield.

will be far from finished. Drilling
on the field is planned to continue
until 2017.
Valemon will utilise existing
installations and pipelines for gas
and condensate export. The gas
from Valemon will be transported
through the existing pipeline
from Huldra to Heimdal, which is
a hub for transportation further
to the gas markets in Europe.
The condensate will be piped to
Kvitebjørn for stabilisation, and
transported from there to the
Mongstad refinery near Bergen.
“This is a win-win situation which
reduces the costs for the Valemon
development, and gives Heimdal
and Kvitebjørn new tasks,” said
a spokesman. “At Heimdal major
upgrading has taken place
which will significantly extend the
platform’s life.

The main newly-built production
facilities include a wellhead
platform and nine producing wells.
Currently there are four wells
producing approximately 9000b/d,
and the project is expected to
hit its peak production of 13 000
barrels per day in 2015.
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Subsea Market Watch 2014-18
Infield Systems expects positive
prospects for growth in the subsea
sector, with global subsea capital
expenditure (Capex) and subsea tree
installations both anticipated to double
in the next five years. Overall, the
subsea market will grow at a rate of
6.72% from 2014-2018.
The principal driver for subsea
growth is an increasing trend towards
deepwater oil and gas development,
brought about by continued
high oil prices, key technological
improvements and the need to replace
maturing shallow-water basins. As a
result, subsea developments have
steadily increased over the past
decade, as companies look to costeffectively target reservoirs over a
much wider area.
Latin America and Africa will maintain
their dominance in the subsea
industry, together accounting for
over half of total global forecast
Capex between 2014 and 2018. The
primary drivers are massive pre-salt
discoveries offshore Brazil located in
the Santos and Campos basins.
These ultra-deep water fields are
mainly operated by Petrobras, with
the National Oil Company (NOC)
continuing as top global subsea
investor in the next five years,

Africa
25%

Asia
10%
Australasia
4%

14

Europe
11%

capturing 25% of
global Capex.

La n America
26%
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In Africa,
3%
11%
approximately
87% of subsea
activity will be
concentrated in
the West Africa
sub-region,
particularly
1000-1499
>1999
offshore Angola,
22%
32%
Nigeria and
Ghana. Key
prospects
include Total’s
Cravo, Lirio,
Orquidea and
1500-1999
Violeta (CLOV)
17%
project, Tullow’s
TweneboaGlobal Subsea Capex (%) by Water Depth 2014-2018
EnyenraNtomme (TEN)
Gulf of Mexico region dominates with
development and BP’s Plutão,
a 98% share of the North American
Saturno, Vénus and Marte (PSVM)
subsea market.
cluster.
The sub-region is currently well
Following significant gas discoveries
into its transition from shallow to
located offshore Mozambique,
deeper water oil and gas exploration
East Africa looks set to increasingly
and production. Ultra-deep water
contribute to future subsea
developments, particularly in the
developments.
Alaminos Canyon, Walker Ridge,
Green Canyon and Mississippi Canyon
North America will be the third largest
areas, will drive short-term investment
region in terms of subsea investment
up to 2018.
over the next five years. The US
Europe will become the largest region
in terms of subsea tree installations,
despite the fact that it will contribute
Global Subsea Capex (%)
just 11% of subsea Capex. This is
by Region 2014-2018
due to a lack of capital-intensive
deepwater activity in the NWECS
sub-region, with the majority of subsea
tree installations tied to smaller, more
marginal accumulations in shallow
waters.
North America
21%
The Norwegian company Statoil will
continue to dominate the European
subsea industry up to 2018.

Mid East & Casp
2%

AUV Market Forecast

Infield Energy Analysts

Asia and Australasia represent
emerging opportunities for the subsea
sector. These two regions will increase
their combined market share from 8%
in the last five years, to 14% in the next
five years.

Australasia’s subsea sector is
driven by Australia’s fast-growing
LNG export industry, which is
racing to meet rising natural
gas demand from emerging
Asian economies. LNG-related
projects are currently at a critical
crossroads as spiralling Capex and
competition from relatively cheap
shale gas pose significant threats.
In Asia, India as well as South
East Asia will drive subsea activity
over the forthcoming period. The
Reliance-BP partnership and Oil
and Natural Gas Corporation
(ONGC) will be the top regional
investors as they push to
increase deep-water hydrocarbon
production offshore India to meet
rising domestic demand and
reverse declining output from
shallow water operations.
Indonesia and Malaysia will
capture the majority of investment
in South East Asia, as both regions
look to push oil and gas activity
further offshore to meet LNG export
quotas and increasing domestic
demand.
The Middle East and Caspian
region remains a minor player
in the subsea sector, with a 2%
global market share. The region is
characterised by a large quantity
of shallow water developments with
fixed platforms, limiting the need
for subsea infrastructure.

Douglas-Westwood (DW) forecast
that the global AUV (autonomous
underwater vehicle) fleet will increase
42% in the 2014-2018 period,
compared to the previous five years.
The fleet is forecast to total 825 units
in 2018, led by strong demand in the
military sector.
The military sector makes up 50%
of AUV demand, with North America
accounting for 75% of this market
in 2014. However, this market share
may decrease to 70% by 2018, as
emerging economies increasingly
invest in their military fleets.
Overall growth of military demand in
AUVs closely mirrors the investment
in unmanned aircraft – so called
‘drones’. Increasing environmental
awareness continues to drive
demand for use of AUVs on research
activities, with environmental sensing
and research mapping combined
forming approximately 47% of the
current AUV fleet.
However, the research sector may
represent a smaller proportion of
the market by 2018, as commercial
activities gain pace. Highest
growth is expected to come from

Douglas Westwood
the commercial sector, but from a
small base, more than doubling its
proportion of active units during the
forecast period (from 3% to 8%).

Market Forces

Market Forces

Market Forecast

Key developments have taken
place in areas such as sensing,
battery endurance and tracking
stability, which allow a wide range
of applications to emerge in the
offshore oil and gas industry (life-offield, pipeline inspections and rig
moves) also in civil hydrography, in
addition to existing work in site and
pipeline route surveys.
North America will continue to
dominate global AUV expenditure,
predominantly on military unmanned
technology, although the region’s
market share is forecast to decrease
from 64% in 2014 to 60% by 2018.
Africa and Latin America are set
to experience the highest growth,
driven by deepwater oil & gas
activities in pre-salt areas.
Demand in Asia will be varied
with research activities in Japan,
deepwater expenditure in India,
Indonesia and Malaysia and military
investment in China.

Massive gas discoveries in
the Eastern Mediterranean will
drive subsea activity, as well as
continued work on the Azerbaijani
ACG complex and phase two of
BP’s Shah Deniz project.
Overall, subsea activity will be
characterised by a move into
deeper, more remote waters in
the next five years. Around 50%
of subsea Capex will be directed
to ultra-deep water developments,
the majority of which are located
offshore Brazil, Western Africa and
Gulf of Mexico.
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Vessels
Fugro Proteus
Fugro has taken delivery of the first
of three Fugro Offshore Coastal
Survey Vessels (FOCSV) being built
by Damen. The first of a new class,
the Fugro Proteus is a compact,
survey ship capable of undertaking a
wide range of survey, monitoring and
inspection operations.
The vessel is designed for a variety
of survey and inspections duties
including light geotechnical work,
environmental baseline surveys,
monitoring and inspection, and moon

pool deployments. Diesel electric
propulsion delivers excellent economy
at all speeds.
Each of the three vessels will be
operating in a different part of the
world and so they have been adapted
for the individual environments in
which they will work. The operating
company is a specialist in the
acquisition of the full spectrum of
survey data and so the vessels have
been tailored to be adaptable for a
wide range of tasks.
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Vessels
Island Performer
The Ulstein Verft subsea newbuild, Island Performer has
been delivered to ship owner Island Offshore. The flexible,
state-of-the-art RLWI/IMR vessel will serve her first five years
for FTO Services in the Gulf of Mexico.
The vessel is customised to suit the scope of work in
the FTO contract, in which RLWI (riser-less light well
intervention) and IMR (inspection/maintenance/repair) are
the main tasks. She is able to perform operations at depths
down to 3000m, and the contracted work start at year’s end.
The very first assignment, however, will be for the RogFast
connection in Norway, in which the scope of work will be to
investigate the sea bottom.”
The Island Performer features a large intervention tower
located over the 8 by 8m main moon pool. She is equipped
with a 250t AHC (active heave compensated) offshore crane
with a below-deck winch, and carries two deep-sea work
ROVs, one to be launched through a dedicated moon pool
and the other from the starboard side.
“The Island Performer is the next generation subsea vessel
from Ulstein, with large accommodation, storage and lifting
capacities,” said Managing Director Håvard Ulstein, Island
Offshore. “She meets the highest standards for station
keeping, redundancy and dynamic positioning (DNV
GL class notation DYNPOS AUTRO, equivalent to DP3).
Additionally, operability in DYNPOS AUTR (DP2) operational
mode is maximised due to the ‘Operation+’ feature with a
three-split configuration on main machinery.
This set-up allows the vessel to retain system integrity
and to continue operations uninterruptedly even after a
substantial single system failure.
Javelin
A shelter deckJumbo
stretches
all the way past the main
moon pool and aft to the main crane. This increases
the operational window for moon pool work and offers a
shielded space for various equipment.
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Arranged on the shelter deck is a multi-skidding system for
handling 100t skidding pallets. The design also includes
a heavy-load cargo deck for transporting equipment for a
multitude of operations and construction work.
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Carrying the patented ULSTEIN X-BOW, the vessel has
reduced speed loss in head seas, resulting in reduced fuel
consumption.

Island Performer
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DeepOcean Inspects Dong Assets
DeepOcean has been awarded
the contract for Inspection, Repair
and Maintenance (IRM) and ROV
Inspection services on Dong
Energy’s subsea assets in Danish
and Norwegian waters.

Vessels

The Contract is for two years firm
plus options

Nexen Contract

DOF has been awarded an
18 + 6 months contract from
Nexen Petroleum for the Skandi
Captain. The contract will
commence in direct continuation
of the existing contract with the
same client.

DDS On Jumbo Javelin
Skandi Captain

ROSV Inspection
Surf Ranger

Harkand has been awarded Nexen
Petroleum’s 2014 ROVSV inspection
services work along with a longer
term frame agreement. The contract

marks the first piece of work Harkand
has undertaken for the operator.
The inspection scope covers the Buz-

zard, Scott, Telford, Ettrick and
Rochelle assets in the central North
Sea and includes infield pipelines
and structures, export lines as well
as some platform inspection.
It will see the deployment of the
Surf Ranger, which joined the
Harkand fleet in May. The multipurpose ROV, survey and air
diving vessel will be equipped with
high definition cameras, one workclass and two observation-class
ROVs.
The 85.4m Surf Ranger is a DP2
multi-purpose ROV, survey and air
diving vessel. The active heave
compensated knuckle boom
crane and can accommodate
69 personnel on board. It is
permanently equipped with a Triton
XLS work class ROV.
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Jumbo has awarded Huisman a contract for the
design and construction
of a 2nd deepwater deployment system (DDS).
This system will be integrated on Jumbo’s DP2
heavy lift vessel (HLV)
Jumbo Javelin. The integration is planned to be
completed by the third
quarter of 2015.
With this investment not
only Jumbo’s Fairplayer,
but also the Jumbo
Javelin will be equipped
with a DDS. Both vessels
are state of the art DP2
HLVs with two 900T
revolving cranes.
The patented DDS
system allows direct
lowering and accurate
positioning of subsea
structures in water
depths up to 3000m.
The dual-crane subsea
lowering capacity, with
DDS, can range from
1000t at 1000m to 200t
at 3000m.
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Visit us at ONS Stand J1062

We just opened up

Vessels

Vessels

a whole new universe

of possibilities
Prelude
The largest piece of the turret for
Shell’s Prelude Floating Liquefied
Natural Gas (FLNG) facility has set sail
from Dubai for the Samsung Heavy
Industries shipyard in Geoje, South
Korea, where the facility is under
construction.

remain safely at its location through
the most powerful cyclones.

At almost 100 metres high, it is the
largest in the world. The turret will run
through the front of the facility and
connect to giant chains that will keep it
moored securely over the Prelude gas
field. The turret mooring system
will allow the facility to turn
slowly in the wind and with
currents – ensuring it can

“Prelude FLNG combines our many
years of experience in shipping
and in managing complex LNG
and offshore projects. It’s great to
see our innovative designs and
technologies become a reality as we
reach significant project milestones
like this,” Matthias Bichsel, Projects &
Technology Director at Shell said.
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exceeding 3,000 meters.

offshore delivery efficiency.

offshore Gabon, the

The ice class, DP3

Lewek Constellation

Constellation is truly an

about your subsea construction

“Designed in Monaco, built in Dubai,
shipped to South Korea and for use
off Australia, the turret is an example
of the truly global nature of this
project.”

has joined ranks with

all-round field development

service needs, how about now?

the working class and

vessel. With an innovative

Go to emas.com/ut2 to download

set a new benchmark

portable reel transport

the full specifications for our newest

for subsea

system, the Constellation is

vessel and let us know how we can

Shell was the first company to commit
to an FLNG project, and it expects
Prelude FLNG to be the first of many
such Shell facilities.

construction vessels.

able to optimize installation

be of assistance to help deliver your

Once complete, Prelude FLNG will
operate in a remote basin around 200
kilometres off Australia’s north-west
coast, for around 25 years. It will
produce about 3.6 million tonnes of
LNG a year .
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With her first heavy lift

Equipped with a 3,000 MT revolving

time in harsh and remote locations by

crane and 800 MT (2 x 400 MT) lay

taking spooling activities off the

tower tension, the Constellation

critical path.

introduces an unsurpassed

If you haven’t talked to EMAS AMC

next project.
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The Lewek Constellation brings

combination of heavy lift and multi-

unparalleled flexibility and

lay capabilities for water depths

performance aimed at improving
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IInterview

Inverview: Lionel Lee
EMAS AMC’s new flagship multilay
vessel Lewek Constellation is
presently making its way to Holland,
after successfully completing its
inaugural contract on the Etame Marin
field, offshore Gabon, West Africa for
VAALCO.
While the Lewek Express was able to
install rigid and flexible pipelines on
Etame, the contract also demanded
the installation of two fixed production
platforms. Serendipitously, this
was required at a time when the
Constellation, with its newly-installed
3000t crane was sailing past on its
way to get the reeled pipe installation
facilities installed.
This timely example demonstrates the
enormous value of the new vessel to
EMAS AMC. When fully operational,
this enhanced capability will be very
useful, especially when bidding for
lump sum turnkey contracts. As such,
the Constellation can be justifiably
considered as the star by which EMAS
AMC will set its future course.
When asked to describe the
advantages of this new 48 786t
mulitpurpose leviathan, however, the
company’s charmingly unassuming
managing director, Lionel Lee, picked
up a glass of water and responded,
“Anyone can build a ship.”

Markets

If the subsea contracting industry is
analogous to a horse race, the field
constantly changing position and
some occasionally falling at hurdles, a
spectator might have noticed a relative
newcomer making steady progress
up the inside to join the second tier of
front runners. This could conveniently
describe EMAS.
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The reason for its relatively sudden
appearance, seemingly ‘out of
nowhere’ can be part explained by
its desire to stay below the horizon,
slowly building momentum, until it was
ready to carry out the larger subsea
contracts. The other reason, of course,
is that EMAS is fairly new, relatively
speaking.
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The company was only officially
formed by Lionel’s father Lee Kian
Soo, back in 1992. Its pedigree
and understanding of the business,
however, can be traced much further
back.
In the sixties, Lee Kian Soo started
out as a deck hand. He went to
polytechnic in Singapore and after
two years of sailing, he was brought
onshore when he got his second mate
licence. He was offered the chance of
becoming chief mate or on the tugs
but instead, chose to become a Dock
Officer at the Jurong Shipyard. In
1970, he became deputy dock master
at Sembawang Shipyard and was later
promoted to Dock Master.
It was when he joined the Offshore
Supply Association (OSA) – then the
world’s largest offshore supply boat
company – as the new area manager,
he became more familiar with the
support vessels market. In the late
’80s, however, the company was
declared bankrupt and the assets
of the ‘grand fleet’ were bought out
cheaply.
“My father always noted that the
biggest issue with the structure of
the OSA had was that it was both too
top-heavy and bottom heavy,” said
Lionel Lee. “Instead of a triangle, the
structure was had almost a square.
This was to be an invaluable lesson
when forming his own company. It
would have a broad base of assets
and expertise, but not over-managed.
“My father originally founded EMAS to
provide the operational management
of offshore support vessels,” said
Lionel Lee. “When I decided that I
wanted to enter the pipelay industry,
he was in an ideal position to actively
encourage me. Along the way, he
had encountered many pipe laying
companies and knew the industry
well exceptionally well. We realised,
however, that actually changing the
core of the business away from the
ship owning heritage, however, would
be a bold step.

“From an early stage, we decided
that to be successful, we needed
to be a global business and not just
focus on the Asiapac (Asia-Pacific)
sector alone. A global footprint would
require access to global talent. The
subsequent acquisition of London
Marine Contractors in 2006 gave us
immediate engineering horsepower
not only in Asia but in the UK and US.

however, the investment arms of
the Norwegian DMB bank and the
Singapore based DBS bought into
the idea. As, more surprisingly, did
a number of Asian banks that did
not commonly participate in offshore
transactions. They understood that
there was a sound strategic plan
behind the decision.

“We also decided that if we were to
compete at the top level, we would
need the most advanced equipment.
Like many, we recognised that the
deepwater market would be the next
major opportunity in the industry’s
push for new oil reserves. This would
require a new generation of multicapable vessels.”

Sipping the water, Lionel Lee repeated
“Anyone can build a ship”.

“EMAS was not seen as having
anywhere near the gravity to build
or the skill base to operate such a
vessel,” continued Lionel Lee.“We
looked at what was already on the
market and began to question the
received wisdom. Did we really need
a fixed spoolbase to reel the pipe
and if so, where? We also spoke
with companies like Hiusman to
investigate how good and advanced
engineering could push the envelope.

From the very start, that was always
fundamental to how we were going
to make the venture work. What we
did next, however, took the market by
surprise.”

“We didn’t want to build another ship
like Seven Oceans and Seven Seas,
but looked for a different, larger
and more multifunctional solution.
Little did we know at the time, that
Heerema was thinking along the
same lines with its Aegir vessel.
Neither did they know what we were
doing. The only common dominator
was Huisman and they were keeping
very quiet.
“When we first envisaged the
Constellation project, we were a small
company but with very big ideas. It
must have been incongruous to many
in the market when we began to draw
up plans and seek contractors. Could
a new single-asset company really
enter and survive in a competitivelyfierce industry where experience and
track record is paramount?
Against the expectations of many,

Ship

“What is far more important, is the
engineering capability that must back
it up. That was why, for our overall
strategic plan to succeed, we needed
to go on an engineering shopping
spree.

In 2011, EMAS bought AMC
in a US$250 million deal.
Once it was fully integrated,
the new company made
a second strike in 2013,
acquiring the offshore
assets of Helix.
“These moves
immediately
gave us the
depth of
engineering

expertise that we were missing,” said
Lionel Lee. “Is not the ships that make
the difference – it is the people.
“If you don’t invest as much as you
can in engineers, you simply become
a vessel charterer. That is a perfectly
good model for some companies, but
it was not a course along which, we
wished to sail. Being a ship owner
is different from just using a boat to
execute a job. If we had
“At the time when we first decided
to embark on the Constellation, we
had around 250 engineers, maybe
less. Today we can back up our
subsea hardware with over 1000
engineers and a strong presence
in three continents. This defines the
organisation.
“The reverse is also true – if you have
the best engineers but you dont have
the right asset, you wont be able to
showcase the talents. That is why we
are passionate about our boats.
We have a strong asset
base with the Champion,
Connector, Constellation
and Falcon. Having these
assets in our fleet gave the
engineers the confidence
to make the jump across
to us.”
So how will the
arrival new

Constellation affect the market?
Some times ago, a perceived
demand for smaller vessels
resulted in a huge over-supply
with companies overextending
and going out of business. Is
there enough work, for example,
for the Constellation and the Aegir
to complete?
“I am sure we will each have our
own market share” said Lionel
Lee. “We have a great reel lay
capability with the Constellation
and Express, and are looking at
new assets to complement these.
We have essentially transformed
ourselves into a reel lay company
with spool bases.
“The Aegir was probably built
as a J-lay vessel by Heerema to
complement its own capability in
that area. Its first two jobs have
been doing reel lay. When the
Constellation has its own reel-lay
equipment installed, we believe it
will be even more capable.
While the two vessels have
the same top tension, the
Constellation will be able to lay
16in heavyweight pipe which the
Aegir cant. In that sense we have
an advantage.
“Being launched first gave the
Aegir access to contracts that we
couldn’t bid on. The use of similar
pipelay equipment on the two
vessels, however, has allowed
Huisman the opportunity to test
the equipment and make changes
before it is installed on our ship.
“At the moment, we are very
comfortable that we are where
we want to be. We are firmly
established in the second tier
and have an order book to
prove it. We are quite capable of
carrying out work at nearer US$50
billion. At the moment, we are
not ready to carry out US$ 100
billion projects. That would mean
a growth. We, however, wish to
consolidate,” he concluded.
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According to Wikipedia, Big Data is
known as “an all-encompassing term
for any collection of data sets so large
and complex, that it becomes difficult
to process and view using on-hand
data management tools or traditional
data processing applications”.
The growing trend to acquire large
data sets is due to the additional
information derivable from analysis
of a single large set of related data.
More simply put, data is an ASSET.
How you manage your data depends
on the way you address several
challenges – most critically: data
collection, storage, access, sharing
and visualsation.
Big Data is not like other assets. The
Oil and Gas industry has untapped
value potential when it comes to Big
Data. Over the past few years, the
industry has seen advancements in
data collection methods and sensors
targeting life cycle needs of assets
owned and/or managed by various
entities. These advancement have
produced richer, more complete
datasets which are beyond the asset
owners’ initial perceived benefit and
value.
Three-dimensional point clouds of
information are typically collected and
processed using high end software
which, in turn, is used by more
complex software to perform intricate
engineering tasks run by specialised
operatives on costly hardware
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platforms. As a result, businesses that
invest in traditional dimensional and
conditioned information are limited in
the ability to share data widely and
only in restricted reporting formats.
Locating and viewing data can
be a challenge, especially as
companies continue to expand
their asset base and/or undertake
large scale surveying projects.
These weaknesses are detrimental
to efficient project execution and,
ultimately, to the businesses bottomline.
UTEC StarNet has developed Starnet
iSite (iSite), a proprietary, web-based
solution, serving as a virtual data
warehouse for clients to store and
view project data globally via UTEC
StarNet’s
secure access.

Douglas Brown and Greg Hammond, UTEC StarNet

formatting and sharing, while enhancing
project planning and communication for
more effective execution.

multiple times or by multiple parties,
resulting in reduced operational
expenditure.

Starnet iSite is an innovative web base
viewing platform with a visual database
of three dimensional imagery and two
dimensional records for viewing and
interacting on multiple graded access
levels. The ability to consolidate a
whole range of datasets from multiple
resources, focusing information
into one coherent location, is one of
the key objectives behind the iSite
development.

iSite provides customers with means
to look at the assets past records,
present status, and future identified
needs. Customers can view 360deg
panoramic photography, laser
scan data, AutoCAD Drawings,
Digital Photography, spreadsheets,
reports, videos, virtual tours and web
applications all in one place.

By providing ‘smart’ visual asset
management tools, clients are able to
virtually manage their infrastructure,
reducing the need to revisit the asset

Starnet iSite has a three tier service
level offering and is an effective
delivery system using data collected
by UTEC survey personnel, or
data previously collected by other
subcontractors.
Three tier service level offering
includes:
• Visual database management
system
• All tiers based around standardised
iSite format

iSite allows
the user to
quickly gather
site and asset
information
with the ability
to manage
projects
regardless
of location,
maximising
productivity
through asset
visualisation,
report

• Upgradable to

higher functionality – client does
not lose investment in previous data
collection
• Client choice in level/complexity of
interaction
• Clear guidelines on functionality in
each tier
• Point cloud management – provides
engineering capability
• Strong brand message – trust/
accurate/accessible/user friendly/
secure
Key functions of the iSite:
• Innovative web based tool
• Manage, view and download all
survey deliverables (reports/drawings/
photos/videos etc.)
• Share access and files with
suppliers/contractors
• Multiple viewers can look at same
asset data set from anywhere in the
world through an encrypted access
• 360deg hoto tour around the asset/
facility – allows inspection and
planning of projects
• Smart interaction between inspection
reports and visualisation ensure
efficient asset/project management
• Hyperlink existing documents/
databases
• Introduce 3D models to enhance
visualisation for routings and clash
detection
• Integrate CCTV ISP links for real time
monitoring
Once an asset has been scanned/
surveyed and a customer specific iSite
developed, it is possible to walk round

• Positioning
• Positioning

• Industrial
• Industrial
Measurement
Measurement

• Geoscience
• Geoscience

• Asset
• Asset
Management
Management

• Inspection
• Inspection

• Onshore
• Onshore
Survey
Survey

Australia
Australia • • Brazil
Brazil • • Canada
Canada • • Indonesia
Indonesia • • Italy
Italy • • Singapore
Singapore • • UAE
UAE • • UKUK • • United
United
States
States

complex areas or structures in full 3D
colour with the ability to measure point
to point anywhere accurately from
your computer or IPAD.
Multiple users can log on and share
information removing the need
for costly site visits for design,
maintenance, clash analysis, due
diligence. Most importantly, the data
is 100% accurate.

Data Management

Data Management

Time
TimetotoRevolutionise
RevolutioniseBig
BigData
Data

Capabilities such as import/export 2D
drawings, maintenance databases,
and tagged information links
provide everything that is needed to
effectively manage the asset. It is an
invaluable reference source for HSE
management, risk assessment and
training.
Planning, sequencing and
decommissioning projects can rely on
engineering grade datasets to deliver
valuable analysis of the challenges
forecasted ahead, while providing the
tools necessary to develop sound and
safe solutions.
iSite is compatible with any standard
desktop computer or laptop
configuration with standard web
plug-ins, including Adobe and other
industry standard major software
providers. Using this limited footprint approach, all users, including
the traditional non-CAD or nonengineering computer system are
able to access the project data, as
and when needed.
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Salvaging the Costa Concordia
Salvage

2

Within an hour of hitting a rock, the
cruise liner Costa Concordia had
drifted towards the shore and partly
capsized. This resulted in what would
become one of the largest salvage
operations in maritime history. Last
month, this culminated with ship finally
being floated away.
The accident happened in January
2012 near the Isola del Giglio off the
coast of Tuscany in the Tyrrhenian
Sea. The rock tore a 50m gash down
the port side of her hull. Immediately,
water flooded into the engine room,
causing loss of propulsion power.
Out of control, heavily listing and
being pushed by severe winds, she
drifted helplessly back to shore. Her
starboard side eventually grounded on
a rocky ledge. While much of the ship
still remained above water, the ship
was in danger of falling into the 70m
deep trough that lay below this ledge.

Smit was subsequently contracted
to remove the 2380t of fuel
distributed in the Concordia’s tanks.
Meanwhile, surveys and other work
were undertaken to accumulate the
necessary data about how the salvage
would be conducted.
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The solution selected by the Italian
government was a two-step process.
Firstly, it would parbuckle the ship
(returning it back up to a vertical
position). It would then refloat it.
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hull and attached to the port side of the
hull. Next, turrets were installed. These
incorporated computer-controlled
strand jacks. From there, chains (two
per turret for a total of 24 chains) were
also fed under the hull and securely
fixed to the port side.

4

The survey showed that the hull was
resting on two spurs of rock, one in the
stern area and the other in the bow. In
order to form a stable base for the hull,
the empty space between these had
to be filled. From the support vessel
Pioneer, divers were employed to
position numerous grout bags which
were filled by an eco-friendly cement.

Salvage experts Smit International was
immediately contracted to perform an
initial assessment. Its resulting report
concluded that the damage exceeded
the cost of repair. It deemed the Costa
Concordia a total constructive loss.

Over the years, salvage companies
have developed a variety of removal
methods such as using explosives or
chain cutters to slice the structure into
removable slices. These destructive
techniques were disregarded for a
number of reasons, not least because
of the impact to local tourism and
the wreck lying in an environmentally
sensitive area. Instead, it was decided
to remove the ship in one piece.

Parbuckling 1. Chains connected to
the port side of the Costa Concordia
are passed underneath the hull and
connected to subsea anchors on the port
side, preventing the vessel from slipping.
2. Port chains are also connected to
strand jacks in towers 3. A false seabed
is installed while floating sponsons are
attached to the port side. 4. Pulling on the
starboard strand jacks rotate the hull 5.
Sponsons are installed on the starboard
side. 6 Replacing the flooded sponson
with air causes the vessel to rise.

This method had been carried out on
smaller vessels but at 300m in length
and registering 114 000 gross tons,
the Costa Concordia would mark the
largest recovery ever attempted. (In
comparison, the 269m-long Titanic
registered 46 328 gross tons).
Following a competitive tendering
exercise, the salvage contract was
awarded to a partnership of specialist
salvage company Titan Salvage and
marine contractor Micoperi. Their first
task was to anchor firmly and stabilise
the wreck, preventing it from slipping
further down the steep seabed.

5

Once stabilised, the next stage
involved preparing a false bottom on
the seabed, on the offshore side of the
wreck, upon which the hull would rest
rotation. This false bottom consisted
of six undersea platforms. This had to
be piled in. Frugo Seacore drilled 2m
diameter holes using a closed circuit
system to ensure that any waste was
not dispersed in the sea.

Securing the hull was to
be carried out by heavy
cables connected to
anchor blocks piled into
the granite floor. These
cables were run under the

6
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Starboard anchor blocks and jacking towers

Attachment points round on the port side

One of the 6 false seabed platforms
being installed
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Salvage

A PRODUCT FOR
EVERY APPLICATION
Placing the undersea platforms on
these pillars, securing them to the
seabed, was carried out by the
Svenja. The largest of these subsea
platforms weighed about 1000t, and
measured 40m by 33m, and 22m in
height
While the offshore operations were
being conducted, Fincantieri began
to deliver the first of the refloating
Sponsons that it been building in its
various yards. The first 15 of these
30 steel caissons were welded onto
the points down the port side of the
wreck.

Environmental protection was given
top priority. Surveys were undertaken
to make a detailed environmental
record of the seabed and surrounding
area. The area is known for its rich
biodiversity. The wreck is located in
the Tuscan Archipelago National Park
and “Pelagos” Whale Sanctuary.
Immediately after the incident, ARPAT
(the Tuscan regional environmental
protection agency) began monitoring
water conditions around the ship.
Elsewhere, the fish population was
studied and a census of marine
mammals in the area undertaken.
As part of Titan Micoperi’s bid
Università La Sapienza in Rome
assisted in carrying out a survey on
30 sampling points to create a
bionomic cartographic map of the

A steel Sponson
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Lighting
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SD and HD 3D

Operational Awareness,
Tether and TMS Monitoring
The 3ft long mussel Pinna nobilis
The refloating operation began on
July 14th 2014. A pneumatic system
began gradually emptying the water
from the caissons on both sides of
the wreck, letting the assembly rise
upwards. Once clear of the false
seabed, it cold be pulled by tugs
away from shore. After lowering the
last starboard sponson and welding
on bollards, it could then prepared
for towing to Genoa.

The next stage involved attaching the
remaining 15 refloating sponsons to
the starboard side of the wreck.

After departure, environmental
monitoring and activities for the
environmental remediation started.

Fundamental to this operation was
the 120m long Micoperi M30 heavy
lift/pipelay barge with its a shearleg
crane on the stern. This can lift
1270mt at 44m height and has a
14.65m outreach. Importantly, it has a
good shallow-water capability.
In September 2013, the parbuckling
operation commenced. The strand
jacks pulled on cables in a controlled
manner, reaching a maximum force
of 6000t. These pulled the port side
downwards to rotate the wreck

About 200 specimens of Pinna nobilis
found near the wreck were temporarily
transferred to another area. They will
be relocation to their original habitat
upon completion of the refloating.

without deforming the hull. Cables
attached to the starboard turrets
helped with balancing. Once it rotated
approximately 25°, the strand jacks no
longer needed to be used. The Costa
Concordia continued to rotate under
its own momentum and the weight
of the ballast water contained in the
sponsons. Within 20 hours, the vessel
lay upright on it artificial seabed at a
depth of 30m.

The sponsons welded to the port side of
the hull. Under this lay the false seabed
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sea bottom. This was necessary to
safeguard priority habitats such as
Neptune Grass, (Posidonia oceanica)
which forms thick meadows between
1–30m. At depths of between 30–80m
there are coral formations.

KONGSBERG is celebrating 200 years in business during 2014. We
have been manufacturing underwater cameras for only one sixth of
that time but the same attention to quality and customer support
that has kept KONGSBERG in business all these years is given to the
Kongsberg Maritime Underwater Camera and Peripherals range.

HD and SD Inspection
Intelligent Actuators
Digital Stills Imaging
Tooling

Extreme Low Light and
Mid-Water Navigation

Innovative design and technology, unrivalled build quality, exceptional image quality
and world wide support ensure Kongsberg Maritime’s products offer the best
price-performance and reliability.
Image of FCV 2000D ROV courtesy of Fugro Subsea Services Ltd

The Costa Concordia being towed away

Telephone: +44 1224 226500
km.camsales.uk@kongsberg.com

www.km.kongsberg.com

Half Mudmat

Connection
Frame

Mud Mat

On order to prevent pipeline end
terminals and inline tees from sinking
down into the sediment, these
modules normally sit on an integral
mudmat. They are incorporated into
pipelines at the end of the firing line,
prior to it being laid.
Their size, however, is limited by the
dimensions of the installation vessel
employed to lay them. This prompted
Subsea 7 to propose a system in
which the mudmat is installed after the
line has been laid.
“Many deep sea projects have
very soft soil conditions with low
undrained shear strength values,”
said Emmanuel Fontaine, Specialist
Engineer at Subsea 7. “This is typical
of deep water offshore West Africa,
Gulf of Mexico or Indian Ocean areas.
“In order to sustain the dead weight of
the subsea structure and its operating
external loads, they require large
foundation structures. The size of the
mudmat is, therefore, critical.”
When being installed using the J-lay
method, the pipeline end termination
(PLET) is conventionally lowered by
crane into the installation vessel’s tower.
This is then welded to the lead pipeline
joint emerging form the firing line.
In order to fit in the tower’s geometrical
envelope, the subsea structure cannot
exceed the vessel’s predefined
limits. One such is the water line.
It is necessary to avoid the waves
splashing into the hanging mudmat.
For the subsequent end structure or
in-line tees (ILTs), a further constraint
is the handling and uprighting device.
For vessels fitted with a moon-pool,
the rectangular opening may be
another constraint.
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One solution has been to design
the mudmat to cope with this size
constraint. A common design
envisages a plate with fully foldable
(wing-like) mats hinged on the sides.
Alternatively, a foldable extension
can be placed at the tip of the main
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mudmat. The foldable fittings and
securing device increases the weight,
deployment time and complicates the
design.
The other limiting constraint is the
presence of the mudmat in the
catenary. By using buoyancy modules,
the weight of the PLET or ILT structure
can be almost compensated for. This
reduces the bending moment and
tension in the pipeline.
Adding buoyancy to the 10–20t
mudmat, however, also adds
hydrodynamic mass. This can limit the
sea-states in which the installation can
take place.
“If the PLET or In-Line Tee can be
installed without mudmat,” said
Emmanuel Fontaine, “this confers a
number of advantages. The handling
of the structure is reduced to a simple
piping module. This is easier to insert
in the tower and the module has a
much smaller effect on the catenary
behaviour. This results in enlarged
installation sea-state windows.
“When laid in S-Lay mode, PLETs and
In-Line structures are even more sizesensitive than the J-lay mode.
The pipeline joints have to pass
through tensioners while catenary
hangs over the stinger at the stern of
the offshore installation vessel.
“In order to pass through the
tensioners, the piping modules have to
be as short and compact as possible.
The supporting mudmats, however, are
normally fitted just before reaching the
stinger. This places a size constraint
on the mudmat as its foldable wings
have to fit in the stinger entrance. Any
reduction in the size can compromise
the required bearing capacity.
As the catenary line passes through
the water, the weight and the added
buoyancy to reduce its affects the
hydrodynamics.
In the past, subsea engineers have
developed various methods of
solving this weight/ mass issue on the

catenary. One historical solution is the
pre-installed mudmat. In one such, the
pipe is laid without mudmat. Instead,
the pipeline and associated module is
landed onto a pre-installed foundation.
The drawbacks of this option are that
the foundations are generally designed
to be very large to cope with the
installation tolerances. The extra steel
makes them more expensive. This
solution also requires extra time for
offshore deployment.
Another option envisages the pipeline
being fitted with a temporary recovery
head. The line can be subsequently
recovered by the vessel and hung-off
on an outrigger structure. The PLET
or In-Line Tee can then installed on a
deployment table. After the foundation
has been welded to the recovered
pipe, it is subsequently set down using
an abandonment and recovery (A&R)
winch or crane cable.
This method also increases the time
spent offshore and overall costs are
larger.
“We looked at various options to solve
this problem and came up with the post
-installed mudmats,” said Emmanuel
Fontaine. “Its main advantage is that it
makes virtually no modifications to the
core pipelay process.
“The pipeline joints and modules
are assembled in the vessel welding
stations as for a conventional S-lay
procedure. The main difference is
when the piping module (inline tee, for
example) crosses the tensioners. Each
tensioner is opened to its maximum
range to allow the larger diameter
module to cross them.”
While crossing the stinger area, a
buoyancy block is connected to the
piping module yoke. This cancels
out the module weight in the subsea
catenary while keeping it upright.
Upon reaching the seabed, the
buoyancy prevents the piping module
from sinking in the mud, keeping it in
an upright position. Guide posts are

pre-installed solution, there is no need
to oversize the mudmat for installation
tolerances.

Rails

Geotechnical Issues

Yoke
Connector
Piping Module
Frame
Guidelining
Poles

Piping Module
Pipeline

deployed to ease the future mudmat
installation.
The foundation is composed of two
half-mudmats with optional skirts
(catamaran type) linked by a rigid
frame. Once the pipe has been laid,
an assembly of twin mats connected
to a rigid frame, is lowered down to the
seabed by a second vessel. A jacking
device lifts the pipeline and piping
module, allowing the mudmat to be
connected to the module.
The buoyancy is then disconnected by
an ROV, allowing the mudmat to settle
in the mud line while also sustaining
the deadweight of the pipeline and
module.
The post-installed mudmat system
can be sized specifically to sustain
the exact weight and loading of the
subsea module. In contrast with a
Module/
Mudmat
Final
Assembly

The initial settlement of the piping
module occurs on touchdown, with the
buoy still being connected. Although
sustained by the temporary buoyancy,
a settlement of one pipe diameter can
be expected for the case of a module
weighing around 1.6t (submerged
buoyant weight).
The mudmat is then lowered. This has
a maximum immediate skirt penetration
of around half the skirt height. The
jacks then lift the pipeline and module
to ensure a final offset of half a meter
after buoy disconnection and final skirt
penetration.
“One idea was to use an integrated
V shape mudmat,” said Emmanuel
Fontaine. “This could be fitted around
the pipeline joint. The resulting suction
effect, however, would be is detrimental
to the lifting stage of the pipe module
and connection to the mudmat.
The skirt penetration is achieved by the
initial weight of the mudmat combined
with the downward load coming from
the lifted pipe and module. If larger
foundation, longer skirt or harder soil
condition are required, additional
counterweights could be used to
have the skirts reaching the targeted
penetration.
“To ensure pipeline integrity, it is
necessary to check the line at different
areas of the catenary, starting from the
vessel access ramp, stinger (overbend
region), then almost vertical in steep S
up the inflection point, in the sagbend
and eventually as laid on the seabed.
Subsea 7 used the Orcaflex modelling
tool. One iteration modelled a 13in
diameter tool at a 1700m water depth.
“The submerged weight of the piping
module alone is around 20t,” said
Emmanuel Fontaine. “When connected
to the buoy the submerged weight of
the assembly reduces to 1.6t.

“The maximum plastic strain of the
pipeline in the stinger was set at
0.3%, a value is common to steep
S-lay. Due to the residual plastic
strain of the pipe after the stinger
(typically in the order of 0.1%),
the pipe tends to rotate around its
longitudinal axis as it is laid.”

Pipelines

Pipelines

Post-Installed Mudmat

The residual curvature was also
modelled in Orcaflex, for the zone
between the stinger lift-off and the
inflexion point. The analysis showed
that the roll angle of the module
remains at t an acceptable value.
This is acceptable for the subsequent
mudmat installation.
After laydown, the pipeline is under
a residual lay tension of around 28t.
The line always remains in tension
from the jacking of the piping module
until its lowering by gravity after
the release of the buoy. There is
therefore no buckling anticipated. No
lateral displacement was measured
in the Orcaflex model.

Structure Integrity

“The In-Line Tee structure is made
of the piping module and mudmat
assembled together at the sea bed
level,” said Emmanuel Fontaine.
“Consequently, each part is loaded
differently depending on the
installation stage.
The module can be fixed with regard
to the mudmat or slide on specially
designed rails. Having no limitation
in mudmat size, it is possible to
accommodate a long pipeline
movement resulting from thermal
expansion and pipe walking.
This installation in two steps is
reversible. It is possible to disconnect
the mudmat and lift it up back to the
surface and then recover the pipeline
and piping module all-together. This
answers to the requirement of subsea
structure recovery often requested in
projects specification.
This article is based on the OTC paper
25124-MS, from which the figures were
also taken
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Subsea Patents

Subsea Patents

Outstanding Products
Reliable imaging and ancillary equipment.

by Peter Arrowsmith, partner and patent attorney, Cleveland
Patents and other forms of
intellectual property play an
important role in a variety of subsea
and offshore technologies. This
unusual environment, however,
creates a number of interesting
challenges for the patent system,
which was originally devised for
inventions on dry land. This article
explores some of the features of the
UK patent system that have been
developed in order to meet the
needs of the offshore industry.

Gemini 620pd profiler is ready to enhance your survey >
Gemini sonar image as post-processed in Hypack

#Gemini #profiler #survey
Visit: www.tritech.co.uk
to discover more.
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Background

A patent can be granted for an
invention that is new and involves
an inventive step in comparison to
anything that is known to the public
before its filing date. However, there
is no such thing as an international
patent. Patents must be obtained
in each country where protection is
required.
The owner of a patent has the
exclusive right to use the invention
that it defines. Where the invention
is a product, this means the patent
owner can prevent anyone else
from performing a number of
acts, including making, selling or
importing the product.
Where the invention is a process
or method, the patent owner can
prevent anyone else from using
that process. The exclusive rights
conferred by a national patent apply
in only one country. The boundaries
of countries are clear in terms of
dry land, but require a little more
clarification at sea.

Patents at Sea
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There is no international
harmonisation on the extent to which
patents can apply at sea. Therefore,
this issue needs to be considered
country by country. This article
focuses only on the legal position in
the UK, and it should be recognised
that the law may be different in other
countries.
For the purposes of enforcing
patents, territorial waters are
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considered as part of the UK.
These waters surround the
land, extending 12 nautical
miles (22.2km; 13.8mi) at
most from the baseline (which
is usually the mean low-water
mark). Thus, any activity that
would infringe a UK patent on
land would also infringe the
patent in the territorial waters.
The territorial waters of
the UK do not, of course,
include many of the North
Sea oilfields. At first sight
this appears problematic
because it would render UK
patents unenforceable in this
commercially important area.
To address this problem, a special
geographic extension is provided for
patents that relate to the exploration
of the sea bed or exploitation of its
natural resources. Technically, these
patents can be enforced in areas that
are designated under the Continental
Shelf Act. This enlarges the
geographic scope of many patents in
the oil and gas industry.
This issue was considered in a
Court case between Rockwater and
Coflexip. In this case, the patent
involved an innovative method
of laying pipes offshore, and the
infringement had occurred in the
Leadon and East Foinaven fields.
The decision confirmed that activities

UK • NORTH AMERICA • BRAZIL

Visit us on:

Temporary Visits by Ships

Areas in which UK patents can be
enforced in technologies relating to
the exploration of the sea bed or the
exploitation of their natural resources

in these oil fields amounted to
infringement of the patent.

International Waters

National patents have a limited
geographic reach and cannot extend
to international waters. These areas
are beyond the jurisdiction of any
country, which means that they
offer a safe harbour from patents.
Although this seems attractive, it is
not generally of great utility in the
case of products.
For a product manufacture, sale and
assembly would normally still occur
on land. Therefore, although the
product may be beyond the reach
of patents while it is in international

waters, it may still infringe at the
point of manufacture, sale or
transportation.
The situation is a little different for
methods and processes, since
these are not physical items. In
one example, the implementation
of a method of laying pipes would
not infringe any patents, so long
as it took place exclusively in
international waters.
It is worth noting that international
waters are not entirely lawless
because a ship is considered to
be within the jurisdiction of its flag
state. This preserves the rule of law
on ocean-going vessels, but is not
relevant for patent infringement (at
least in the UK).
In the UK patents can only be
infringed within the territory of the
UK, and a ship does not form part
of the UK’s territory, even though it
may be within its jurisdiction when it
flies the Union Jack.

Patent infringement by ships can
become relevant when a ship
enters the territorial waters of the
UK. It would be troubling if patents
could impede international shipping
because the ship (rather than its
cargo) included components that
infringed UK patents. For this reason,
an exception to patent infringement is
provided for products or processes in
the body of a ship, in cases where the
ship has temporarily or accidentally
entered the territorial waters of the
UK.
This issue was considered in a patent
infringement case between Stena
and Irish Ferries, involving a ferry
that operated several times a day
between Holyhead and Dublin. In
this case, the infringing product was
part of the machinery of the ferry, but
infringement was avoided because
the ship was only ever deemed to
be “temporarily” in UK waters, even
though it was a frequent visitor.
It should be noted that this exception

to patent infringement applies
only to products or processes
that are in the body of a ship, or
in its machinery, tackle or other
accessories. The exception does
not apply to the ship’s cargo.
These products could potentially
infringe UK patents as soon as
they enter the UK’s territorial
waters.

Conclusions
The UK patent system includes
a number of adaptations
intended to meet the needs of
companies operating in offshore
technologies. These features of
the patent system should be taken
into account by any company in
this sector when developing their
IP strategy.
Note – this article does not
constitute legal advice. The
author would recommend that
any company takes formal legal
advice before relying on any of
the provisions that are discussed.
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Seabed Mining

Seabed Mining
Auxiliary Cutter Assembly
Nautilus Minerals has commenced
with its Auxiliary Cutter, the third and
final of Nautilus’ Seafloor Production
Tools. It is being built by Soil SMD in
Newcastle upon Tyne.

Auxiliary Cutter Assembly

The Auxiliary Cutter is a preparatory
machine that deals with rough terrain
and creates benches for the other
SPTs to work. It will operate on tracks
with spud assistance and has a boom
mounted cutting head for flexibility.
It is designed as the pioneering tool
which prepares the rugged seabed
for the more powerful Bulk Cutter.
These two tools gather the excavated
material. The third, Collecting Machine,
will collect the cut material by drawing
it in as seawater slurry with internal
pumps and pushing it through a
flexible pipe to the subsea pump and
on to the Production Support Vessel
via the Riser and Lift System.

Subsea Uranium Mining
The US Department of Energy has
selected 525 Solutions, a University
of Alabama (UA) start-up company,to
develop key technology to potentially
extract uranium from the ocean.
It has given the company a $1.5
million research grant to carry out the
enabling research.
Uranium, which naturally occurs in
seawater and in the Earth’s crust,
is the fuel for nuclear power. The
terrestrial supply is dwindling and
environmentally unfriendly to mine.
For decades, scientists have sought a
more economical and efficient way to
remove it from the ocean.
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“Every scientist in the world,
except us, who is trying to do this
is working with plastics,” said Dr.
Gabriela Gurau, a chemist and
CEO of, 525 Solutions. “Instead,
we are looking at developing an
adsorbent, biodegradable material
made from the compound chitin as
found in shrimp shells and in other
crustaceans and insects.”
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Blue Mining
The researchers at UA have developed
transparent sheets, or mats, comprised
of tiny chitin fibres, modified for the
task. When suspended beneath
the ocean’s surface, the mats are
designed to withdraw Uranium.
“Once you put it in the ocean, it will
attract uranium like a magnet, and
uranium will stick to it,” said Gurau, a
University of Alabama alumna. These
mats, with uranium attached, would
then be taken to an industrial plant
where the nuclear fuel source would be
removed.

Uranium in the ocean is very, very
low, but the volume of the oceans is,
of course, very, very high. Assuming
we could recover only half of this
resource, this much uranium could
support 6500 years of nuclear
capacity.”

Ionic liquids are liquid salts which
have other unique and desirable
properties that traditional solvents
do not. Rogers is recognised as a
world-leader in this field.
Fibres begin forming near the ends
of tiny nozzles in a UA laboratory
set-up. The researchers are then
using the laboratory technique
called electrospinning to produce
the mats.

This work builds on research led by Dr.
Robin Rogers, Robert Ramsay Chair
of Chemistry at UA and director of
UA’s Center for Green Manufacturing,
which initially proved the concept for
extracting uranium using chitin.
“The oceans are estimated to contain
more than a thousand times the
amount of uranium found in total in
any known land deposit,” said Rogers.
“Fortunately, the concentration of

Removing chitin, in a pure form,
from shells had previously proven
difficult, but Rogers and his UA
colleagues discovered a way
to use a relatively new class of
solvents, called ionic liquid.

Fibres begin forming near the ends of tiny
nozzles in a UA laboratory set-up (Jeff Hanson)

In this process, the scientists
use a specially-prepared, chitinbased, ionic liquid solution, which
is loaded in the electrospinning
apparatus. Some 30 000V of
electricity are applied, spinning
the fibres into a water bath. After
several hours, nanofibre mats,

consisting of fibres much thinner
than a strand of a spider’s web, form,
weaved together into a solid sheet. The
increased surface area the nanomats
provide is central to the project,
according to Dr Julia Shamshina, the
company’s chief technology officer and
also a UA alumna.
“The larger the surface area, the
larger modifications we can make
and the more Uranium it will uptake,”
Shamshina said. “If you have one
very thick fibre and 10 which, when
combined, equal the size of the thick
fibre, the ten smaller ones will take up
hundreds, or even thousands, of times
more Uranium.”
Gurau said the two-year grant will
enable the researchers to refine
their processes, measure costs and
conduct an environmental analysis.
“We need to know if it’s viable from an
economic standpoint,” Gurau said. “I
think this is a critical step in getting this
to the pilot-plant stage.

2H Offshore has joined an
international European consortium
comprising nineteen leading industry
and research organisations to
develop deepwater mining solutions.
Over the next four years, the
European Commission funded
project, known as Blue Mining, is
developing seabed mining practices
by creating new cost-effective
solutions for environmentally
friendly mining and processing
in challenging and extreme
environments.
The Blue Mining project aims to
unlock the huge potential of raw
materials in untapped areas of the
oceans.
2H Offshore has a key role in the
development of the vertical transport
system and will be working closely
with the other consortium members
to develop novel methods for
correctly simulating the response of
the system.
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ROV

ROVs
Flying ROVs
The movement of an ROV underwater
is known as ‘flying’. SeaBotix,
however, has taken this idea one
stage further by deploying it by
parachute!

Four ROVs to MPL
Forum Energy Technologies, has
received an order from Marine
Platforms Limited (MPL) to supply four
work-class remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) systems each complete with
a Dynacon Launch and Recovery
Systems (LARS).

The SeaBotix vLBV300 ROV was
recently part of a groundbreaking
MCM test exercise put on by
Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Training and Evaluation Unit One
(EODTEU ONE) in San Diego.

In the water
The bundled CRRCs containing
the SeaBotix vLBV and an AUV
are dropped from the C-130

vLBV control console and then the
vLBV was piloted to the target for
positive identification. The target was
confirmed at 54m (175FSW) in less
than three hours, significantly reducing
the typical time required for the same
operation done traditionally, while

reducing the number of personnel
required. The SeaBotix vLBV300
enables high risk underwater
operations by reducing diving hazards
to personnel, mission time, and
number of team members required to
complete operations.

ROVs for Tidewater
The EOD team following the
bundled CRRCs

Two small combat rubber raiding
craft (CRRC) containing the vLBV
and an AUV were launched from a
C-130 Aircraft via parachute to the
ocean off Southern California and
followed by a contingent of US Navy
EOD technicians.
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It is estimated the equipment hit the
surface of the ocean at up to 6 m
(~20ft.) per second in the partiallyinflated CRRCs. The team then
readied the gear and deployed the
AUV to scan for any targets.
Sea trials of the SeaBotix vLBV
System on an inflatable boat of similar
size to those used in the exercise.
Once a suspicious object was
located with the AUV, target data
was uploaded to the SeaBotix
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FMC Technologies has received an
order from Tidewater Subsea for two
new UHD-III ROVs from its Schilling
Robotics business unit.
The ROV systems are expected to be
delivered in fourth quarter of 2014.
Leveraging Tidewater’s global
footprint, Tidewater Subsea will
provide complete solutions to
a growing customer base in
some of the most challenging
and remote locations in the
world.
The UHD-III system is the
latest generation of work-class
vehicles, incorporating FMC
Technologies’ award winning
ISOL-8 Pump as a key feature
that enables compliance
with API Standard 53, which
requires a secondary intervention
method on blowout preventers (BOPs)
to close rams in less than 45 secs.

The UHD-III is the only API 53
compliant ROV available on the
market, and it enables secondary
BOP intervention at a fraction of the
traditional cost.

The order includes three Perry heavy
work class XLX Evo 200HP ROVs,
the latest generation of the Perry XLX
series. Two of the systems will be
mobilised aboard MPL’s new African
Inspiration multi-purpose service
vessel for service offshore West Africa
and the other two will be added to
their global fleet.

l Forum has expanded
DYNACON facilities in Bryan, TX.
expansion effectively doubles the
footage of manufacturing space to
110 775ft2. The expansion includes
welding and assembly shops.
Additionally, a new 53 000ft2
testing facility has been added
well as a new state-of-theenvironmentally controlled
and paint booth which will
associated processes.

For survey work close inshore in the
strong currents and tidal flows of the
southern North Sea, the Cougar’s
six-strong thruster power is essential,
says Innovatum’s managing director
Terry Slater.
Designed especially for working in
shallow waters and in tight situations,
the low-profile Cougar XT Compact
version minimises the effect of current
with its reduced frame size, buoyancy
and weight - and a thinner 17mm tether
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The implementation of multiple shifts, coupled with
the new larger facilities, has enabled a significant
reduction in cycle time for new equipment builds with
additional cycle time reductions on the horizon.

Courage for Wind Power
Demand from the offshore wind
industry has led Innovatum to add
a second Saab Seaeye Cougar
XT Compact to its ROV fleet.The
company has achieved what is
believed to be the world’s smallest
system of compact and rapidly
mobilised packages for the location,
tracking and survey of inshore and
coastal pipelines and cables.

its
The
square

Co Pilot
cable that reduces the effect of drag.
Despite its small size, the Cougar
XT Compact can be fitted with a
wide range of equipment including
Innovatum’s ‘SMARTSEARCH’ 6m
wide gradiometer array for UXO
detection. Despite the use of this very
large sensor system the high power to
weight ratio still allows a performance
comparable with work-class ROVs.
The Innovatum model is also fitted
with its own Smartrak system along
with a high-resolution imaging sonar
and dual-headed scanning profiler for
mean seabed level measurement.

SeeByte has sold five SeeTrack
CoPilot licences to Seatronics. The
software will be integrated into
Seatronics’ Predator ROV.
SeeTrack CoPilot is an advanced,
easy-to-use, plug-and play software
that makes piloting any ROV a
much simpler task. It permits pilot
controlled auto-transit and stop-andhover, whilst providing automated
sonar tracking and movement relative
to a target. This means that the
customers can plan a survey route
and have the Predator automatically
inspect it”.

Innovatum’s Smartrak is the only
system in the world that can sense
cables carrying either AC or DC
current; and cables carrying no
current or signal at all. It can also
undertake passive tracking of steel
pipelines.
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Cougar XT Compact
with Innovatum’s
SMARTSEARCH

Schilling UHD-III
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In recent years, the subsea cable
industry has enjoyed considerable
growth through supply to the
renewables market. These cables
are now characterised by designs
in which lower overall cost is the
predominant driving factor. One
company, JDR Cables, is now
looking to take some of the cost
reduction lessons from innovating
new products and apply these
strategies back to the oil and gas
sector.
JDR’s corporate history has been
strongly allied to the oil and gas
industry. Its main income stream has,
until recently, been in manufacturing
cables to conduct power and data to
seabed infrastructure such as subsea
trees, manifolds and workover
systems. These are used to power
subsea pumps and valves as well as
a variety of sensors and meters.
More recently the company branched
out into supplying the burgeoning
renewables sector. Selling off
its seismic and defence sectors
allowed it to invest in facilities that
manufacture the cables necessary to
interconnect offshore wind farms.
These types of cables, however, are
fundamentally different. The wind
farm power cables are designed
for installation in relatively benign
environments and shallow depths
of less than 40–50m of water. The
cables servicing the more extreme
margins of the oil and gas sector,
however, are designed to operate in
considerably more severe conditions
and in far greater water depths.
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The offshore renewable power
generation industry presently
receives significant government
support in terms of feed-in tariffs
for the energy produced. The
commercial and political pressures
in such an environment, however,
have involved applying staunch
cost-reduction initiatives to generally
drive down the cost of renewable
energy. However, it is not possible to
compromise quality for cost.
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The offshore oil and gas industry
is fundamentally different. Subsea
conditions are considerably more
complex, with any breakdown
potentially resulting in the entire
field production being temporarily
interrupted with revenue loss
repercussions. Reliability, therefore, is
by far the main driver.
“At present, the oil and gas subsea
industry is gradually entering a
new phase,” said James Young,
Engineering Director at JDR Cables.
“As the more easily-accessible oil is
being developed, or as subsea oil and
gas fields mature, many operators
have started investing heavily in
looking to access the reserves or
parts of existing reservoirs at greater
distances from existing infrastructure.
These areas can lie in water depths up
to 3000m.”
One strategy employed by the subsea
industry has been to develop pumping
and separation systems that can be
installed directly on the seabed and
tied back to existing infrastructure
potentially up to a few hundred
kilometres away. The corresponding
challenge to the subsea cable
industry, therefore, is to develop
the necessary conduit for supplying
Power Cable

large amounts of power - tens of
megawatts- to these remote facilities.
This typically requires a large
increase in physical size and voltage
ratings compared with traditional
cable.
The majority of subsea equipment
uses AC power (alternating current).
A characteristic of this is that as
distances increase, more power must
be fed through the cable at one end
in order to get the equivalent amount
at the other.
At around 75-100km there comes a
point at which it is more efficient to
employ DC (direct current) power.
At the end of the cable this must be
re-converted back to AC power to
satisfy the demands of the subsea
equipment.
James Young said, “Some
companies are looking at ways to
improve the supply at a distance.
For example, by changing the
transmission frequency from 50-60Hz
to 16 2/3 Hz would inherently result in
fewer AC losses.
“Moving to DC has an effect on the
cable design. Depending on the
application, DC cables typically
consist of a single larger conductor
with an outer return conductor path.
Transmitting more power typically
means increasing the conductor
cross section, which will result in an
increase in cable size. Alternatively,
the voltage can be increased to
deliver more power.”

DNV Study

research into high voltage array cabling. The project is
expected to be completed in 2015.
“The research will benefit offshore wind developers as they
look to use array cabling at higher voltages in a number
of Round 3 wind farms. The research funds encompass
up to 25% of the total project costs to a maximum of £1
million,” comments Paul Gahm. “Our investment will go into
materials research, development and the design of new
types of power core. We have already produced and are
currently testing and qualifying prototype cable lengths.”
It is intended that these cables be designed without
the need for a lead sheath barrier but with material that
also addresses the environmental footprint concerns
associated with the processing and use of lead materials.
These materials will ultimately reduce the cost of offshore
wind power as well as benefit the oil and gas industry as it
looks to high voltage cabling.”
Another example of JDR’s innovative cable systems
is the Wave Hub project. Located 25km off the Bristol
Channel coast in water depths of 50m. This pilot project is
essentially a distribution unit linked by six power cores (six
phases rather than three) to the mainland. The junction has
four cables that split off to be able to connect to multiple
energy sources.
The idea of the demonstrator is to test various tidal and
wave energy converters; essentially plugging these
subsea devices into the grid. JDR delivered the cables in

In March 2014 DNV GL launched its “Subsea
Power Cables In Shallow Water Renewable Energy
Applications” guidelines after an 18-month study. This
provides a comprehensive review of subsea power
cable practice and advice for managing the risk
commonly associated with the cables.
The subsea power cable guideline is a comprehensive
technical guide that covers all project phases of subsea
cable projects. It applies to the entire length of the cable
and its surroundings including assessment of project
conditions, planning and execution of works as well
as asset management. Important sections of the 145p
document cover design of the physical interfaces at
offshore units and in the landfall area.
Many existing offshore wind farms have faced subsea
power cable problems caused by underestimation of
complexities and interrelationships. The guideline is
intended to become an essential tool for stakeholders
involved in renewable energy projects, improving safety
and lowering costs for the wind industry.
“Problems with subsea cables have affected many
offshore wind farms,” said a spokesman, “and damage
to cables has been identified as a major insurance risk
for the offshore wind industry.
“Cable related problems are costly and most often arise
from inadequate risk identification, lack of planning, substandard design and deficiencies in how procedures are
applied. To date, cabling failures have cost millions of
euros in delays and numerous legal disputes.
The 15 partner organisations that have been part of the
study include Bohlen & Doyen, Boskalis Offshore, DONG
Energy, Electrabel GDF SUEZ, Iberdrola, Inch Cape
(EDPR, Repsol), JDR Cable Systems, Norddeutsche
Seekabelwerke, Offshore Marine Management
Siem Offshore Contractors, Tekmar Energy, Tideway
Offshore Solutions, Van Oord Offshore Wind Projects
and VSMC.

Paul Gahm, Executive Vice PresidentSales and Marketing commented,
“Our work in the renewable
cables has been invaluable. Our
development on a 72kV high voltage
power cable is one example. The
idea of 72kV cable isn’t new. Looking
to do this at a price consistent with
the low cost nature of the renewables
sector certainly is.”
Last year JDR was awarded funding
by the Department of Energy and
Climate Change (DECC) for new

Cables

Cables

Driving Down Costs

Thomas Boehme, Principal Engineer with DNV GL and
Project Manager for the JIP commented: “The guideline
that we’ve developed under the ‘CableRisk’ project is an
important step in the right direction to address design
questions and manage risks surrounding subsea power
cables. It will provide the industry with crucial insight
into this often underestimated part of offshore wind
development

Installing cable on a vessel

“Major themes of the guideline are improvement of
communication between stakeholders, clarification
of what is required and pointing to possible solutions
without limiting the options for implementation.
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Cables
2010 and the system was operational
in 2011.
“Distribution systems such as that
used by the Wavehub demonstrator
(also known as break-outs by
umbilical manufacturers) allow
the separation or combination of
power and/or control services that
can enable better use of subsea
infrastructure,” said James Young.
“It is possible to run a number of
devices in parallel systems using a
single cable system as opposed to
conventional infrastructure in which
cable strings are used to connect
offshore energy generation or subsea
power consumers.”
Another factor to consider in terms
of cable design is cable thermal
rating. In some areas of Europe there
is a regulation in which the cable,
buried at 1.3m, must not raise the
temperature of the seawater more
than 2 deg. This has necessitated
a close analysis of cable burial and
how it impacts the environment.
“Looking to transfer some of these
lessons to the offshore oil and
gas industry has happened at an
interesting time,” said Paul Gahm.
“Operators have started to question
the costs of long-tieback seabed
processing systems in deep waters
and have challenged contractors
to look for ways of reducing those
costs.”
“One development for which we
are recognising a demand is using
aluminium instead of copper for the
main conductor,” said James Young.
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“The actual cost effectiveness of it
depends on the relative conductivity
of the materials as well as London
Metals Exchange pricing; but the
main advantage of aluminium is
that it is a lot lighter than its copper
equivalent. Weight becomes
increasingly important as water
depths extend towards 3000m. We
have a product in our development
pipeline for an 800mm2 MV core.

The reduced weight at this larger
conductor size offers a significant cost
reduction on the cable, its transport
and installation.”
The learning advantages, however,
are not all one-way. The renewables
sector can also learn from the oil and
gas industry.
In wind, converter cables are often
fed down the monopile or transition
piece in J-tubes and emerge near the
seabed.
“Another area being investigated is
the use of J-tubeless systems,” said
James Young. “This would mean using
a dynamic cable system hung off one
side of the wind turbine monopile and
progressing in a lazy-S configuration
down to the seabed.
This configuration is common in the oil
and gas industry. It offers the benefit
of de-coupling the wave and tidal
motion at the surface from the cable
touch-down point in order to minimise
cable risk at the seabed.”
From a cable design viewpoint, this
would require moving from a simpler,
static cable configuration to a more
sophisticated cable that is able to
accommodate dynamic loadings.
While a dynamic cable may be more
expensive than a static cable, financial

benefits are found through the
installation costs and simplified cable
routing.

Multiplexers

A greater understanding of the
process has improved these
figures, but installation is still a
very challenging part of the entire
operation.

SubConn® and OptoLink connectors
as standard

JDR has also done work monitoring
the stress and strains within the
cable to better understand how those
loadings affect it and to ensure
the lifetime of the product is not
impacted by the installation.

Comprehensive
diagnostic features

“The high voltage research and
development work being carried out
on behalf of the renewables sector
will doubtlessly have an impact in
our oil and gas product offerings. We
have already designed a number of
prototypes and are testing them in
our Hartlepool qualification facility.
We have also invested significantly
in fatigue test rigs that enable each
design to be fully tested in order to
meet simulated dynamic offshore
conditions. This means that we can
test both new designs and project
specific products simultaneously,”
said James Young.
It is not only subsea equipment that
can benefit from these deepwater
cables. Oil platforms are already
supplied with electricity from shore
and it might be possible for FPSOs,
lying 100km from shore, to ostensibly
use the same technology. This
will have considerable savings as
well as comply with environmental
legislation.
The sector’s drive towards bigger
and deeper is strong and
unrelenting. But to facilitate
these developments requires
a significant rethink of how
the industry does things and
an acceptance that what may
appropriate for one project may
not be appropriate for another.
Umbilical

Operates on
one coax or
fibre optic cable

20 year track record
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SUB-BOTTOM PROFILERS

The Full Picture
Over the last two decades,
Kongsberg’s High Precision Acoustic
Positioning (HiPAP) has been the
preferred underwater DP reference
system. The HiPAP system can operate
in both Super Short Base Line (SSBL)
and Long Base Line (LBL), but the
system is much more than a DP sensor.
It lies at the heart of Kongsberg’s suite
of construction survey solutions.
It enables Kongsberg to offer a ‘Full
Picture Solution’ for construction survey
from a simple super short base line
(SSBL) position, through sparse long
base line (LBL), subsea hydroacoustic
aided inertial navigation (HAIN), LBL
structure installations and metrology.
The core digital acoustic technology
CYMBAL provides high accuracy
ranging and high data rates for
telemetry from cNODE transponders.
All cNODE transponders (Maxi, Midi
and Mini) have the same firmware
and can be seamlessly mixed in any
LBL array. This allows considerable
flexibility, allowing smaller structures to
be positioned with a Mini transponder
rather than a Maxi.
The modular cNODE construction
with plug-and-play transducers,
allows users to get more out of their
assets. When moving from a shallow
water LBL project to a deepwater
project, for example, the transducers
can be changed during transit from
Omni to Directional, so a second set
of transponders are not required on
board. A new multi sensor module
(MSM) slots into the Maxi and Midi
transponders for acquisition of high
accuracy pressure, inclination and
sound speed.
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REVEALING THE SUB-BOTTOM SECRETS

A few of the new software functions
in the acoustic positioning operator
station (APOS) include baseline
measurement editing tools for
processing the array calibration,
compensation of sound speed across
seabed measurements and mobile
structure tracking with heading,
telemetered from a subsea gyro or
calculated across an acoustic
baseline.
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Multi Sensor Modules, including high
accuracy inclinometers, were fitted
to the top of the CAN.
A dedicated APOS survey operator
station is installed in the online room
to allow shared use of the HIPAP
between DP and survey.
Suction Anchor
The new APOS features make using
the vessels HiPAP for LBL construction
extremely advantageous for a number
of reasons:
l Calibration uses CYMBAL ranging
for highest accuracy
l No need to mobilise a second
acoustic system and associated wiring
on the vessel,
l No need to install another acoustic
transceiver over the side of a large
vessel and associated HSE risk,
l Not reliant on launch of the ROV to
communicate with the seabed array.

Ivory

The Ivory field, operated by Centrica,
is located in the Norwegian Sea,
license PL528 near the Aasta Hansteen
development in just over 1400m
of water. Prior to the 2014 drilling
campaign, a suction conductor anchor
node (CAN) was installed with SSBL by
DOF Subsea, to a tolerance of better
than ±10m in absolute position and
±1.0 deg in inclination.
As the contracted construction
support vessel Normand Reach was
equipped with a Dual HiPAP 501 SSBL/
LBL acoustic positioning system,
cNODE transponders operating with
CYMBAL digital ranging and telemetry
were chosen to meet the positioning
and attitude tolerance of the CAN
installation.
The equipment for the job was
mobilised by Kongsberg Maritime in
Aberdeen, which stocks a large rental
pool of cNODE transponders and ROV
transducers. One cNODE transponder
was interfaced to an Ashtead external
gyro package providing heading, pitch
and roll. For redundancy two additional
cNODE transponders equipped with

TOPAS PS 120
70ms
EA400 Sub-Bottom
40ms

TOPAS PS 40
120ms
GeoPulse Plus
106ms

Sub-Bottom 120
300ms
TOPAS PS 18
300ms

Sub-Bottom 300
300ms

The cNODE transponders were
interrogated in Fast track mode.
Simultaneous update of position
and sensor data for all of cNODE
transponders was acquired every
three seconds in 1400m of water.
The suction CAN was installed in
its final position within tolerance.
The position, gyro and inclinometer
data was telemetered acoustically
continuously from the time the
suction can was hung into the water,
throughout the lowering and for the
entire suction operation. In addition,
the gyro package displayed the
heading pitch and roll on an ROV
LED display.
After final installation the
transponders and gyro package
were recovered from the CAN and
an LBL array of eight Kongsberg
transponders were installed for the
next phase of the project.
The shared use of the vessels
HiPAP as a DP and construction
survey tool enhances operational
efficiencies, by providing high speed
positioning and communication of
target transponders, when the ROV
is on deck and without the need for
a dedicated over the side transducer
pole.

PENETRATION PERFORMANCE

Equipment

Equipment
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Transponder array

km.kongsberg.com
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*performance depending on sub-surface characteristics

For a demonstration, call

+44 (0)1224 701749

Imenco is an EPC contractor to the maritime sector
providing mechanical and electronic equipment along
with bespoke engineering solutions to major oil,
subsea and drilling companies worldwide.

imenco.com

SAFELY
POSITIONING
SUBSEA
EQUIPMENT
Easy to use and save boat time
Imenco supply complete subsea guiding systems. Our
Anchors, Guideposts, Guidepost extensions and guidepost
tops are used in the oil and gas industry worldwide. The
Imenco guiding systems are reliable and easy to use.
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For further information call us
on +44 (0)1224 701749, or email
uk@imenco.com quoting UT09.

Ranger 2 for JSC

Profiling Sonars

The Vietnamese survey company Thien Nam Positioning
recently invested in its first Ranger 2 USBL acoustic
positioning system from Sonardyne. It will be used to track
a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) during the installation
of a pipe flowline and a gas export pipeline protection
mattress in an oilfield offshore Vietnam.

Tritech has been awarded multiple sales of its Gemini
620pd multibeam profiling sonars to Subsea Technology
and Rentals (STR), Great Yarmouth.

Ranger 2 is a high performance acoustic position
reference system designed for tracking underwater
targets and positioning dynamically
positioned (DP) vessels.

Ranger 2 is being used to track
Thien Nam Positioning JSC’s ROV
as it undertakes subsea structure

The system uses the UltraShort BaseLine (USBL) method
to calculate the position of a
subsea target, in this case Thien
Nam’s ROV, by measuring
the range and bearing from a
vessel-mounted transceiver to an
acoustic transponder mounted
on the target. Multiple subsea
targets over a wide area and
range of water depths can be
simultaneously and precisely
positioned.

Sonardyne Wideband 2 at the
core of 6G technology uses
ultra-wide bandwidth signals for
more precise ranging, providing the necessary accuracy
and precision for these projects. For this operation,
transponders will be mounted on the mattress so that
Ranger 2 can track it as it descends, ensuring that it is
laid within permitted ranges for protecting the pipeline.

This easy to operate high resolution
measurement instrument can
be used for detailed underwater
structural inspection, complementing
the workflow of specialist dive teams,
conventional sonar survey and
terrestrial LiDAR techniques. This
purchase adds to the 2D Multibeam
Imaging Sonar Technitrade
purchased earlier this year.
BV5000 3D Mechanical Scanning Sonar
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The sales of Gemini 620pd, the latest technology for
subsea profiling operations, are significant for Tritech
as they follow on from the successful introduction of the
Gemini Narrow Beam Imager (NBI) to the company’s
multibeam range.
STR, which has recently refocused its business, already
offers a comprehensive suite of Tritech industry-standard
sensors and sonars for rental. This latest purchase will
augment its rental pool and further support customer
requests for a multibeam bathymetric profiling tool.
Tritech’s Gemini 620pd profiling sonar operates at 620
kHz and is able to provide 10mm range results with an
angular resolution of 0.5°. The Gemini 620pd can be
configured as a single-head system, or set up as in a
dual-head mode for accurate pipeline profiling utilising
the Gemini Hub for accurate synchronisation whilst
processing.
Users of the Gemini 620pd profiling sonar have the option
to run the system in equidistant or equiangular mode,
depending on the survey and target of interest, whilst
monitoring real-time roll correction and automatic bottom
tracking.

BV5000 3D Sonar
Teledyne BlueView has announced
that Technitrade, part of the
Geoaction group located in Arpajon
France, has invested in a BV5000 3D
Mechanical Scanning Sonar.

Equipment

Smart Solutions for

Equipment

Gemini 620pd profiling sonar

Eiva in China
China has been the destination of quite a number of
orders shipped from Danish company EIVA, over the last
couple of years. Due to expectations of further growth in
demand from this market, EIVA has added a new member
to the group of its authorised resellers in China.
Chinese Smartsea Technology has become an authorised
reseller of EIVA software and hardware solutions for
the offshore industry. Headquartered in Wuxi, which is
situated approximately 130km northwest of Shanghai,
Smartsea Technology will contribute to the penetration
of the Chinese market, which has already shown great
interest, especially in the EIVA NaviSuite software and
ScanFish range of remotely operated towed vehicles.
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UV-SVP

Production is now underway on
Valeport’s latest innovation – the new
Underwater Vehicle – Sound Velocity
Profiler (UV-SVP). This small and
compact direct reading package
is aimed primarily at AUV and ROV
users, delivering high accuracy data
to compliment survey work.
The UV-SVP is based on the
company’s miniSVS and offers a
form factor designed for underwater
vehicles where space is at a premium.
Measuring sound velocity,
temperature and pressure, the UVSVP
uses Valeport’s class-leading timeof-flight sound speed sensor, a PRT
temperature sensor and a 0.01%
accuracy pressure transducer in a
compact package weighing just 750g
in air.
The lightweight titanium housing
gives a depth rating to 3000m as
standard. A wide range (9-30v DC)

isolated power supply and RS232
communications complete the
package.

MBARI (Monterey Bay Aquarium
Research Institute) has recently
selected a MacArtney MERMAC SC
mooring winch solution to empower
the deployment and recovery of
scientific moorings onboard MBARI
vessels R/V Western Flyer and
R/V Rachel Carson.
The new mooring winch represents
the second MacArtney winch system
in operation with MBARI. It adds to
a MacArtney ROV and AUV tether
management winch system already in
operation on R/V Rachel Carson.
The new MacArtney MERMAC Mooring
Winch is designed as a powerful self
contained steel construction with
protection frame, replaceable drum,
level wind, gear box, electric motor
and remote control.
Installed onboard MBARI scientific
vessels, the winch will be used to
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)-supported
scientists have mapped the Gulf of Mexico dead zone, an
area with low oxygen water, measuring 5052 miles2.

Valeport designed and manufactured
the UV-SVP at its state of the art
facilities based in the UK. Developed
in response to a specific customer
requirement, the UV-SVP has already
been adopted by Bluefin Robotics for
integration into the Bluefin 9 AUV.

This area falls within the predicted range of 4633 to 5708
miles2 forecast by a suite of NOAA-sponsored models and
confirms the accuracy of the models and their utility for
guiding management of nutrients in the Mississippi River
watershed.

With a reputation for supplying the
world’s most accurate sound velocity
sensors, Valeport believes there will
be strong demand for their small,
lightweight and accurate UV-SVP as
the AUV market sector continues to
grow rapidly.

The UV-SVP integrated into a Bluefin
9 AUV

Kevin Edwards, Valeport sales and
marketing manager commented:
“The UV-SVP draws upon our existing
technology and expertise. Initial
feedback we’ve received to the
new Compact SVP from Valeport

Recent industry research indicates
the AUV market is rapidly growing
across all sectors and we believe this
poses significant opportunities for
space-efficient and accurate sensor
instrumentation.”

The size is smaller than the 5840 miles2 recorded last year
but still greater than the Mississippi River/Gulf of Mexico
Watershed Nutrient (Hypoxia) Task Force target of less
than 1900 miles2 — meaning nutrients from the Mississippi
River watershed are continuing to affect the nation’s coastal
resources and habitats in the Gulf. The task force consists
of five federal agencies, 12 states and the tribes within the
Mississippi/ Atchafalaya River Basin, and was established in
1997 to reduce and control hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico.

MacArtney MERMAC mooring winch for MBARI
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Dead Zone

Sound Velocity Profiler from Valeport

effectively deploy and recover
scientific moorings – offering a
significant upgrade in terms of
speed and performance when
compared to the current system.

Equipment 33 gauge has been very
positive.

The largest Gulf dead zone ever recorded occurred in 2002,
encompassing 8481 miles2. The smallest recorded dead
zone measured 15 square miles in 1988. The average size
of the dead zone over the past five years has been about
5500 miles2.
“Dead zones,” also called hypoxia areas, are caused by
nutrient runoff from agricultural and other human activities
in the watershed and are highly affected by river discharge.
These nutrients stimulate an overgrowth of algae that sinks,
decomposes, and consumes the oxygen needed to support
life in the Gulf.

survey cruise. “If the heavy rains in the upper Midwest
in June and the record high nitrate concentration in the
Mississippi River at Baton Rouge on July 18 had coincided
with a later survey, chances are that the area would have
been larger. The high phytoplankton biomass and large
area of fresher water would have eventually led to more
bottom-water hypoxia.”
The annual measurement mapping of the dead zone
provides a critical scientific record of the trend of hypoxia in
the Gulf, as well as the primary measure of progress used
by the Hypoxia Task Force to determine whether efforts to
reduce nutrient loading upstream in the Mississippi River
Basin are yielding results.

Monterey Bay Aquarium Research
Institute MBARI was founded in 1987
by David Packard and is located
in Moss Landing, California, where
its research ships and remotely
operated vehicles are berthed with
immediate access to Monterey Bay.
Above: The MacArtney MERMAC SC
mooring winch
Below: MBARI vessel R/V Rachel
Carson

“The Mississippi River discharge levels and associated
nutrient data, supplied in May by the USGS, pointed to
an average size hypoxia area based on the inputs which
fuel mid-summer’s dead zone algal growth,” said Nancy
Rabalais, Ph.D., executive director of the Louisiana
Universities Marine Consortium (LUMCON), who led the

The number of Dead Zones throughout the world has been
increasing in the last several decades and currently totals
over 550,” wrote Rabalais in her detailed analysis of the
2014 Gulf hypoxic area. “The Dead Zone off the Louisiana
coast is the second largest human-caused coastal hypoxic
area in the global ocean and stretches from the mouth of
the Mississippi River into Texas waters and less often, but
increasingly more frequent, east of the Mississippi River.”
“This longstanding annual mapping cruise has been a
backbone of efforts to understand the causes, formulate
solutions and track progress related to North America’s
largest hypoxic zone,” said Ben Scaggs, director of the
EPA Gulf of Mexico Program. .
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Evening Meeting, London

Evening Meeting, Aberdeen

AN IN DEPTH VIEW OF SUBSEA ARCHITECTURE AND SYSTEMS

SUBSEA CONTROLS INTEGRITY

By Fabien Martinez
Presenter: John Pierson, FMC Technologies

By Peter Blake

Thursday, 10 April 2014

April’s London SUT Evening Seminar
was entitled: ‘An in depth view of
subsea architecture and systems’.
John Pierson, sales manager at
FMC Technologies, presented a 3D
simulator enabling the user to fly
around the underwater environment.

them. Owning bases in the same
areas and facing the same reservoir
properties, in certain cases,
operators are willing to share costs
and risks creating partnerships to
investigate new technologies critical
to success.

During his presentation, John
demonstrated the features and
capabilities of the simulator which
he operated with a controller similar
to those driving video games. He
started by navigating through the
different key components that
constitute a typical subsea field and
people in the audience must have
felt like fish swimming around the
different pieces of kit.

Illustrating the importance of
technology enablers which make
a field possible, John showed
the audience some animations of
recent breakthroughs that FMC
Technologies have been involved

FMC uses this simulator to support
customers at conceptual and more
detailed design stages. When
designing a new field, various
options for components (e.g.
horizontal tree vs vertical tree)
can be visualized and assessed,
comparing the relevance of their
application in the particular context
of the field.

OBTAINING AND USE OF SOIL PARAMETERS FOR DEEPWATER PIPE LINE DESIGN

The simulator also helps designers
to anticipate future breakthroughs
in subsea technology that could
enhance a field’s profitability.
Looking for more flexibility, designers
can decide on locations to facilitate
future tie-in points where hardware
could be plugged in when available
without major disturbances to
production. The field can then evolve
with time and not be deprived of the
use of the latest innovations.
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The offshore oil and gas paradigm
regarding use of new technologies
can often be summarized as ‘always
race to be second’. John highlighted
the slowly changing mind-set of
certain operators, as joint industry
projects become more frequent.
Deepwater reservoirs have great
potential, but huge investment in
technology is necessary to exploit
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with. These included the Pazflor
subsea separation unit, the Perdido
field (GoM) subsea separation
(combining old and new technology)
and examples of cyclonic subsea
separation units.
John concluded his talk
demonstrating how a software suite
integrated with the simulator can also
help FMC and customers to monitor,
maintain and maximize production.
For example, real-time analysis of
performance data (temperature,

pressure, MPFM readings…) can be
carried out.
This allows operators to constantly
monitor production over time,
equipment condition and be ready
to respond quickly in case the need
for unplanned maintenance actions
should arise.
As usual, the evening ended with
participants enjoying networking
over the traditional wine and
cheese.

Evening Meeting, London

By Michael O’Neill
Thursday 12th June 2014 was a date
long awaited by many. The top men
in the game had travelled from far
and wide to this (lecture) theatre of
dreams to wow the excited crowd
with the fruits of years of hard work
and training. Yes, it was the SUT
Evening Meeting on the ‘Obtaining
and Use of Soil Parameters for
Deepwater Pipeline Design’.
Our Chairman, Bob Allwood, blew
a subdued opening whistle to the
proceedings by announcing that this
was to be the last evening meeting
of the season but then enticed the
audience with news of an upcoming
revamp of the SUT website. He then
introduced the speakers for the
evening: an international affair with
Jean-Christophe Ballard travelling
from Belgium and Mark Francis from
Wallingford, both representing Fugro
GeoConsulting.
Jean-Christophe first thanked the
audience for missing the world cup
opening ceremony (never heard
of it) and explained that pipe-soil
interaction was currently a ‘hot topic’
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in the industry. Having perhaps been
somewhat neglected in the past, the
benefits of exploiting knowledge in
this area have only recently been
fully realised.
Deepwater pipelines, according
to Jean-Christophe, are generally
operated under high internal
temperatures and pressures and are
thus vulnerable to end expansion,
axial walking and lateral buckling. All
of these can cause serious damage
to a pipeline. These problems are
made worse by the fact that soil is
difficult to characterise in the top
50cm of the seabed. It was clear that
better understanding of pipe-soil
interaction would be a boon to the
subsea pipelines industry.
But how to gain this understanding?
Engineering Geologist Mark
Francis took to the lectern to tell the
audience how offshore geotechnical
site investigations can garner
valuable samples of seabed which
under in-situ and laboratory testing
can reveal the secrets of the deep,
allowing for increased knowledge

of pipe-soil interaction. Mark
went on to extol the virtues of the
Fugro-developed Smartpipe, an
instrumented length of pipe that
can be placed on the seabed and
measure forces while penetrating
the soil and moving laterally and
axially.
Because it is large scale and works
on the seabed in undisturbed soil
conditions, Smartpipe can give
accurate data with few issues
regarding scalability.
The conclusion of this was that
‘considerable savings can be
made by optimization of pipe-soil
interaction forces’ due to reduced
requirement for stabilisation and
anchoring and a reduced need to
tolerate end expansion.
Definitely the best way to spend
90 minutes that I can think of. Now
if only Mark and Jean-Christophe
had given the England squad a
lecture in foot-ball-soil interaction,
things might have turned out very
differently.

The Aberdeen Branch meeting,
chaired by Richard Ficken of Total,
discussed the currently high profile
industry topic of Subsea Controls
Integrity.
The wide scope of the topic was well
represented by the range of speakers
who addressed different aspects of
the issue from the basis of theoretical
modelling through practical problem
identification and resolution to the
development of condition monitoring
and pro-active maintenance.
Ahead of the main speakers Richard Ficken presented an introduction to Subsea Controls. He showed
the architecture of a typical electro/
hydraulic subsea control system, describing the various components and
their functions. He followed but setting
framework for the more in-depth
presentations which were to follow by
detailing the common failure modes
and the potential reliability strategies
which could be adopted for subsea
control systems.
This provided an excellent introduction to the presentation by Andy
Gower a Senior Subsea Engineer with
Total who described Obsolescence
Theory and Integrity Implications for
subsea control systems. Andy started
by explaining how a product design
life, mean time between failure (MTBF)
and obsolescence are defined and
how these may be combined to establish the operating life of a subsea
controls component.
Continuing on to discuss the implications for the integrity management of
a subsea control system; particularly
when it may be operating beyond
the point of obsolescence but before
the end of design or field life. Andy
termed this the “perfect storm for operations” where obsolete equipment
displays increasing failure rate across
the population of an aging asset.
While title was “SCS Case Studies”, a
“perfect storm for operations” would
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be an appropriate subtitle for the talk
given by Rik Ingram from JPK who
presented 4 control system failure
case studies. These studies included
issues associated with low IR, loss
of hydraulic fluid, cleanliness of hydraulic fluid and pressure regulation.
The type of problems which are all
too familiar to all those of us working with subsea control systems and
attempting to maintain their ongoing
integrity.
The final presentation by David Hicks
of GE neatly rounded of the evening
by looking Subsea Condition Monitoring and what can be done to predict
rather than react to failure.
Starting with the design process we
can develop systems which allow
condition monitoring to provide
visibility of equipment performance.
This will enable diagnostics through
equipment knowledge, prognostics
through change detection and leading to system understanding and
more effective integrity management.
In an evening of past present and
future, the Techbyte was provided
by Jeremy Edwards of Viper Subsea
Technology Ltd who described some
technology which could be used for
“healing” low IR in subsea umbilicals.
Which, to this listener at least, was
positively space age.
The chairman Richard Ficken called
the meeting to a close with a round of
thanks for three very interesting and
professionally delivered presentations. An audience of 121 people
joined with Steve in their appreciation, and then retired for another
enjoyable buffet meal provided by
the Hilton Treetops Hotel.
Our thanks are due to the chairman,
the presenters and also the SUT Aberdeen event sponsors (GE Oil and
Gas, Nautronix, OneSubsea, Technip, Wood Group Kenny, BPP-Tech,
KD Marine and Subsea 7) for their
support of a very educational event.
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Tether Management System
The defining feature of an ROV
is that it receives its power and
telemetry (function signals) from the
surface by means of a cable.
Small mini and micro ROVs are
often lowered into the water by a
tether or umbilical (these words used
interchangeably when referring to
small vehicles). The vehicle is then
free to travel away, trailing the line
behind it. This is sometimes called
Live Boating a practice also common
to trenchers free-flying to the seabed.
At the end of the operation, the pilot
retrieves the vehicle back to the
surface by pulling on the umbilical.

Larger power conductors are also
required to reduce voltage losses. The
lines often feature fibre optics to reduce
signal degradation over long cable
lengths. The longer lines generally
result in increased cable diameters.

swivel in an FPSO turret. The various
electrical and optical connections are
terminated as points on a series of
rings. The rings are assembled on
top of each other, separated by nonconductive elements, to form a hub

It is easy for excessively long cables
to become snagged or get wrapped
around obstructions. The drag on
these long cables can also adversely
affect the vehicle movement. A typical
umbilical can weigh around 4kg/m in
water. At 3000m, this would work out as
a 12t mass effectively pulling the ROV
back like a pendulum.

.
Slip ring Image: Focal

The solution developed by the
ROV industry is to employ a tether
management system (TMS). It
essentially de-couples the horizontal
and vertical aspects of the free
swimming ROV.
The ROV latches onto the TMS and
the pair are lowered down vertically
through the water column by the
umbilical. The umbilical winch/frame
system at the surface is known as the
launch and recovery system (LARS).

Surface
Control

Freeswimming
Line
without
a TMS
system

Launching a ROV by lowering it
into the water by its tether Image:
Larger ROVs generally have a
greater bollard pull and are able
to carry a heavier payload. The
increase in functionality typically
demands greater power. This may
result in thicker power conductors
and a larger number of cable
elements.
As camera and sensory systems
become more powerful, the lines are
often more complex.
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ROV designers have long since
recognised the advantages in
engineering the vehicles to work
at greater depths. These longer
lines typically require internal
strengthening to support their own
vertical weight.

Once at the desired working depth, the
ROV unlatches from the TMS. It is then
free to fly horizontally away to carry
out the work task. As it flies away, the
drum on the TMS unreels, paying out
the tether behind it, sometimes up to
1500m in length.
The practical difference between the
tether and umbilical is that the latter
incorporates armour to allow it to be
used for lifting. It also carries power
and signal conductors for the TMS.
The umbilical being responsible for
the weight, however, means that
the tether can be lighter, more
flexible and provide a
smaller resistance to ROV
movement.
The tether is often
kept under tension
to help the pilot
remain aware of its
position in the
water.

3

A series of articles
explaining a subject from
first principles

Above: An ROV umbilical. Below:
ROV tether Image: Nexans
When the operation is concluded,
the drum on the TMS, also called the
spool or bobbin, rotates ‘hauling-in’
the ROV. The assembly may then be
recovered to the surface by the LARS.
Perhaps the most essential part of the
TMS systems is the drum on which the
tether is reeled. The larger the bobbin,
the longer the excursion and the larger
the ROV’s operational footprint.
At some point, the power and
signal lines in the umbilical must be
connected to the relevant lines in the
tether. Some are essentially hardwired together via a junction box. A
bailing arm wraps the tether around
this reel.
Larger systems, however,
use a slip ring. Its
design is similar
in principle to
that used in the

A series of outer rings are then
placed over this hub. These
incorporate electrical contact points
that correspond with the inner
elements on the hub. The fibre optic
connections are
based on mirrors.
The customisable
slip ring effectively
maintains a
permanent
connection when
the outer section
rotates around the
inner.
The winch drum
is typically driven
by an electrohydraulic motor.
Some have dual
power trains that
allow operations
to continue in
the event of
failure to one.
Other systems
are all-electrical,
which have the
advantage of being
smaller and lighter.

It is important, especially
with long lines, that the
tether is wound evenly on
the drum. This prevents
jamming and ensures
that the maximum
amount of line that
can be stored.
It also stops the
tether from pinching
which can
degrade the line
structure and shorten its
lifespan.
Most TMS systems have
cameras and lighting.
A Top Hat TMS Image FMC Technologies
They may incorporate
a wire mesh barrier to
prevent sea fauna from entering the
structure.
The alternative to the garage is the
top hat system. This is normally
There are two types of TMS – the
favoured by larger ROVs.
Garage and a Top Hat design.
In the top hat system, the TMS sits
directly above, but does not enclose,
In the garage TMS, the ROV is
the ROV. At the appropriate time, the
enclosed inside the frame structure.
vehicle unlatches and flies away with
Its depth can sometimes be extended
the large reel bailing out the tether.
to allow ROVs with skid packages to
enter.
All Top-Hat TMSs have horizontal
axis drums, normally sheaved so
The ROV can leave and enter the
that the tether naturally sits in the
garage from the front or side.
correct groove. A fleeting arm may
sweep back and forwards across
In smaller TMSs, the axis of the drum
the drum face, placing the incoming
may lie horizontally or vertically. To
tether at on the reel in a controlled
ensure that the tether is fed on the
manner.
vertical axis drums evenly and does
not naturally gravitate down to the
base, the tether is often fed through a
guide. This guide travels up and down
the outside of the bobbin, feeding the
taut tether into the correct position as
required.

Top Hat

Garage
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A garage TMS
Image: Saab Seaeye

Above and right: loading the tether in a
vertical axis drum Image: Saab Seaeye

Loading the tether in a horizontal axis
drum Image: Forum

Umbilical
TMS
Tether
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Actual size

Compensators

Camera and Light
on a pan and tilt unit
Slip Ring
Tether Drum

Chain Drive Sync
between drum
and spooler

Hydraulic Motor

Control System

Valve pack

A top hat TMS with the protective outer
screens removed Image: Forum

An alternative to this is the shuttling
drum design. Instead of just the guide
moving, the entire tether drum moves
sideways on a carriage system. This
allows the tether to exit the drum
directly above and through the payout
sheave.
The selection of a Garage or Top Hat
TMS is largely based on preference
and experience.
As the garage fully surrounds the
ROV, it may afford protection when

being lowered through the splash zone.
This is especially useful when launching
in adverse weather conditions. It quickly
forces the buoyant section underwater.
If the ROV is constantly working in the
same general area, the garage may be
landed on the seabed. This ensures that
it remains unaffected by any vertical
heave from the surface.
Conversely, top hat designs are often
preferred when the work requires
moving the ROV across a number of
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Subsea fauna may be curious of
ROV/ TMS systems. It is desirable
to provide screens where possible
Image: Forum
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sites. Some complex operations
may require the use of skids,
tools attached to the sides, or
appendages protruding from the
front of the ROV.

Our new UV-SVP delivers you performance
in sound velocity, pressure & temperature
for your underwater vehicle.

These larger profiles may not be
able to fit into a garage.
Statistically, garages are more
commonly used for small vehicles
while top hats are more used for
large vehicles, although this is not
always the case.

UV-SVP

Specifications

Provides the world’s most accurate time of flight
sound velocity, temperature and pressure (depth)
parameters for underwater survey use. Aimed at
AUV and ROV platforms due to its compact form,
but can be fitted to other platforms where required.
The stand alone, self-contained design allows for
simple integration.

• High accuracy data in a compact titanium housing
• Lightweight, only 750g in air
• Wide DC power input of 9 - 30v DC
• RS232 & RS485 output
• Depth rated to 3000m as standard

T: +44 (0) 1803 869292 l F: +44 (0) 1803 869293 l E: sales@valeport.co.uk l W: www.valeport.co.uk
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Monitor.
Maintain.
Maximize.
A whole new approach
to production performance.

New technologies. New analytics. New
vessel-based intervention capabilities.
FMC Technologies brings them all together
in an integrated package we call Life-ofField Services. Now, for the first time, you
can monitor 100% of the data your subsea
system produces, schedule repairs before
equipment fails, and reduce intervention
costs by 40 - 50%. That means better
information and better control for you to
maximize your field’s production.
Copyright © FMC Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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www.fmctechnologies.com
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